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I. About the Think Tank Schnittstelle 23.

1. What is the Think Tank Schnittstelle 23?

Basically a shared world between several web comics.

2. Who is allowed to join or add to the word building? Are there any rules?

We, the creators involved in TTS23, have never written down any rules for world building or even 
talked about them yet, but we've always followed some basic rules nevertheless. These are:

1. Everything is voluntary. Everybody decides for himself (or herself) what is canon in their own 
comic, which parts of the shared worlds will be used in their own comic or not.
2. We don't kill characters of other creators, unless it's by mutual agreement.
3. Always do your best if you use other people's creations.

3. Which creators and comics are involved?

Lirvilas: The main comic is "Grinders$". Characters and story relate to several older comics and 
some off spins, too. It is the only comic here that has no "on-screen magic", meaning that 
paranormal events in the other comics find an alternative explanation. Some characters date back to 
earlier comics, e.g. "Bleach blonde Valkyries of the Fourth Reich" or "Maximum Speed and 
Violence". 

Microraptor: The main comic is "Cryptida", magic and paranormal things do happen a lot, 
although it is a present day setting, too. There are several crossover spin-offs .

Stilldown: The main comic is "Theater Of The Bloody Tongue" (sic), while other comics appearing
as "Ariane's Private place" are canon. The main protagonist, Ariane Eldar, is a multiverse-travelling 
witch that keeps travelling through different worlds, so she could fit in almost every universe, but 
she interacts a lot with characters of Grinders$ and Cryptida. There are characters from earlier 
comics, e.g. "Steampunk Gorgon" or "Bad Moon".

Other:
Prof. Etheric: Prof. Etheric's comic "Autumn Bay" hasn't been active for quite some time, but 
some characters or places still show up in the other comics.

Other comics that are spin-offs and/or collaborations are "Playground", "Childhood's End" and 
"Erwin The Quantum Cat: The Lost Episodes".
All comics have a large number of cameos from many other comics that are not mentioned here.
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II. Who's who- Important characters in the shared world
Name: Ariane Eldar
Original comic: TOBT and APP
Short description: A multiverse, unaging travelling witch who that makes her living as a burlesque 
performer.  
Details: About 5'3 tall, pale, pointed ears, 21 years old (at least in her physical appearance), very 
long black hair, very beautiful. She's a descendant of the Dungelvon, a lost human species that 
influenced the legend of elves. She speaks her own slang and uses a lot of catchphrases. She's 
sexually submissive, but a very determined person that's not easily intimidated by anyone and never
does what she is told. She hates being called short. She adores certain genres of rock music and 
hates some other music genres. She's very much into tall blonde men, but usually hates female 
blondes (flokatiheads).  Consumes a lot of alcohol and other drugs without taking lasting physical 
damage. Is a very good professional dancer (ballet, pole dance, dance apache, bellydance, etc.) 
Despite her often aggressive attitude, she is very fond of being the submissive part in BDSM. 
Special powers:  She's capable of strong magic in the right setting. She's an expert in multiverse 
travel, too.
Favourite bands: Too many to list here, but mostly original protodoom, heavy psychedelic and dark 
Krautrock.
Member of cults: She joined many covens and cults over the time, but nobody really knows which 
one.
Languages spoken: English, German, some Latin, Czech and Romanian, very little Greek 
Notable interdimensional activities: She has a lot of interactions with the main characters of 
Cryptida and Grinders$ and visited many other comic universes.

Name: Anya
Original comic: Grinders$
Short description: A blue haired gold-digger working for Donna.  Anya and Ariane frequented the 
same club for some time, but only knew her superficially.  One day a minor dealer had only an 
package of Kilimanjaro snow (a cocaine brand) left and both girls wanted it, but couldn't pay the 
full price, so they had to share it. They poured it onto a table to snort it, and made a bet: the one 
who reached the middle first would win. Ariane dared Anya to pay for it all, and Anya demanded 
she'do an obscene action to Ariane in case of victory. The dealer, acting as referee, was sadly shot 
by a hitman before the girls could finish the contest. They both decided to run before the police 
arrived, and redo the contest if they ever met again somewhere. Anya appeared as a policewoman in
one of Ariane's plays.

Name: Arsinoe “Sini” Bougainville
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Younger sister of Kanny Bougainville, is a student at Gernsbeck University.

Name: Arthur Trapp
Original comic: TOBT
Short description:  Owner of the "Fur Out" shop in Gernsbeck's Alpha-Ralpha-Ring. He does look 
like Ray Collins.

Name: Augustus “Gus” Alexander
Original comic: Autumn Bay
Short description: A mischievous businessman from Autumn Bay.
Details: A dark skinned middle-aged man with a moustache. Used to be in a wheelchair for a long 
while, but can walk with crutches by now, most probably thanks to Dr. Maggie Ashton.
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Job, employer: CEO of Aegis Security, which merged with Maerc to MARSEC.
Notable interdimensional activities: Had various clashes with other business-people like Elliot 
Maerc and Bettina Timmy. Also had various run-ins with Donna Panks.

Name: Babette Melies
Short description: A French female Steampunk inventor and airship owner.
Details: Babette is much more consequent in her steampunk ambitions then the usual posers. She's 
not just costumed, but actually living her ideals and a serious engineer.
Languages spoken: French, German, English 
Notable interdimensional activities: She presented her airship at a defence/ military fair, meeting 
characters of Grinders$ and TOBT. She stayed with Ariane and other characters in the USA and in 
Pont De Mort for some time.

Name: Bernadette Becquerel
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: The mother of Keisha is beautiful, 5'9 tall, slim, very elegant black woman in her 
forties that became a supermodel in her twenties. 
Details: She's arrogant, self-aware, cool and sometimes ignorant. She loves wearing extravagant 
clothes and listens to John Coltrane and cool jazz. She doesn't think much about her husband and 
flirts with other men in a very sophisticated manner. Lately she had a wardrobe malfunction, losing 
her bikini top on television during Trickster Fashion Show, and the video went viral.
Car driven:  A white Renault Floride
Favourite bands: John Coltrane, Milt Jackson, generally cool jazz.

Name: Bettina "Tiny" Timmy
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: CEO of American-based toy manufacturer Timmy's ToyCo
Details: Businesswoman in her forties, likes to wear green accentuated with red bow-ties & scarves 
and such.
Vehicle used: Owns the seaplane Pelican Playmate II
Job, employer: No employer, she is the one who employs!!
Notable interdimensional activities: Lives in Autumn Bay (where the ToyCO HQ is) and is 
acquainted with many of the people there (e.g. Madeleine Waite). Blood-related to Joseph Drake. 
Had some entanglements with many other characters in Childhood's End, most notably Augustus 
Alexander, Felicia Kingsley and Tona Zehm.

Name: Big Jock Horserock
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: One of the toughest one percent bikers you might ever meet. Not really evil, but 
no one anyone should mess around with. Besides an eyepatch, he has a horse hoof instead of a 
human foot - Ariane once did a drunk healing spell on him after a bike accident. But he forgave her 
and has even learned the secret how of to use magic portals from her. He is an expert in motorbikes,
shooting and fighting.

Name: Borgia-Savonarola-Manster
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: A wizard of the Sector Futuro Group. Victim of a magical transformation, a two-
headed monstrosity with the faces and minds of Alexander IV and Savonarola on a gorilla-like 
body. Alexander IV is a very intelligent sybarite opportunist, not believing in religion but using it 
against others, while Savonarola is an ascetic religious fanatic. Unaging and hating each other, the 
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two heads have to cooperate, hoping to find a way to break the curse.  Their vehicle is a sedan-chair
carried by some large hooded figures fixed with hoses to the chair, maybe modelled after the hollow
leather-rag guards in Barbarella.

Name: Bos
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Minotaur who used to be captive of Falcon’s nephew. After gaining freedom, he 
sought shelter in a furniture & hardware store, where he is working as of now.

Name: Büssi,  aka Bursti
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: Formerly a bus driver and catcher/wrestler who was hired as bouncer by Ariane. 
His big belly, eyepatch and messy red hair and beard gives him a rough look, but he's hell of a 
fighter.

Name: Captain Camilla aka Kamala, Daughter of Bentik, Son of Pelasgik
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Immortal pirate who is the sister of Yalala, Queen of Atlantis.

Name: Chuck Brown
Original comic: Grinders$
Short description: A shady character with a heel fetishis, married to a religious fanatic.
Notable interdimensional activities: He once paid for shoes Ariane could not afford as he met her by
chance (for the first time) in a shoe shop. She hasn't given back the money since.

Name:  Clarissa Calabrini
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: A short, ginger-haired engineer working at the Gernsbeck Institute.
Details: An eccentric, but adorable person. The young engineer is quite skilled and inventor of the 
bibendum suit and other devices.
Favourite bands: Tube way Army, Space (the French band with Magic Fly ), Devo, Kraftwerk, DAF
(Deutsch Amerikanische Freundschaft), MX 80 Sound, Modern Lovers, Ultravox. Genre wise, these
are bands that are in the intermediate zone of new wave and synth pop
Notable interdimensional activities: Befriended by Ariane, she defended Peter's relationship with 
Ariane against her colleague's accusations. 

Name: Cleopatra Collins-Göktürk  aka Cleo aka Little Cleo
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: The clever teenage niece of Tarik Göktürk. 
Notable interdimensional activities:  Although Ariane can't stand children, she really likes Cleo. 
Cleo herself likes Ariane because she is the only person she knows who never treats her like a child.
Cleo should be freaked out by the fact that Ariane is just 21, but looks, sounds and moves exactly 
like Kitty of Quantum Cat. Instead, Cleo accepts that Ariane is an unaging witch with unknown 
powers because she had her very own experiences with cryptids and magic while travelling with 
Tarik. It is quite likely that Cleo adapted time travel as something normal  in her later life because 
she saw Ariane doing something similar as a child. It's quite possible that Ariane is responsible for 
Cleo's preference for dressing up fancy, too. After all, the doom-witch got Cleo her first fur as a 
birthday present instead of some other "My Little Horsie" merchandise.

Name: Dave Harker
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Original comic: TOBT
Short description: The road manager of Poobah. He keeps changing his style of clothing during the 
comic.

Name: Dexter & Sinistra Duval
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Professional thieves who are cousins of Pierre-Renard Duval. Are siblings, but 
not twins.

Name: Dolon
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Head guard of the Queen of Atlantis (and her lover). Was petrified for a long 
time, and now has to adjust to life in the modern day.

Name: Donna Panks
Original comic: Grinders$
Short description: A nymphomaniac American redhead saleswoman.
Details: Although rather ruthless as a business woman, she supports her father, Naomi and the 
Doyle sisters. Besides her activities as a saleswoman, she runs a bikini barista coffee shack 
business.
Notable interdimensional activities: She enjoyed Ariane as a guest in her house for some time, along
with Naomi Valentine.

Name: Don Panks
Original comic: Grinders$
Short description: Father of Donna, lecherous former car dealer.
Details: Father of Donna and three other children. Married Naomi Valente as fourth wife. Former 
used car dealer. First car ever sold by Don was a 1957 Ford Edsel. He also sold a 1969 Dodge 
Daytona Station Wagon (custom built) to "Kaos", bassist of Poobah.
Extras: 
Car driven: Brubacker Van with Porsche engine implant (two colour black/red). He is also 
rumoured to have bought the original unrestored Paige Dick car, now hidden away somewhere.
Languages spoken:
Notable interdimensional activities: He knows Ariane, probably watching her shows before he was 
officially introduced to her by Naomi. Quite surely has had some intimate moments with her. 

Name: Dr. Alexandra Ytterbium
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Mad scientist who used to work at Gernsbeck University, until she showed her 
true colours. Got demonic powers and befriended Captain Camilla. Hated by Ariane.

Name: Dr. Maggie Ashton
Original comic: Autumn Bay
Short description: A mad scientist of often questionable ethics.
Details: Short, blond and bespectacled. Usually wears a lab coat. Has a rather flat chest.
Job, employer: Formerly worked at the Jefferson University in Autumn Bay, but after the ethics 
committee kicked her out, she eventually got hired by MARSEC.
Notable interdimensional activities: Moved to Anvil Flats due to her MARSEC employment. 
Became a good friend of Donna Panks. Rival to Dr. Morag.
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Name: Dr. Morag
Original comic: Kaza’s Mate Gwenna
Short description: Mad scientist!
Details: A bald man with a goatee, usually wears a lab coat.
Job, employer: MARSEC
Notable interdimensional activities: Moved to Anvil Flats due to his employment at MARSEC. Is a 
rival to Dr. Ashton, and also secretly cloned Mrs. Schibel.

Name: Dr. Strontium
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: A shady magician who joined the Sector Futuro Group. 
Details: Dr. Strontium is elegant in appearance and owns an original Omega Timecomputer watch. 
Some say he looks like Robert Vaughn in his best years. He also built the Corgi Terror, a robot in 
the appearance of a motorbike with sidecar.  He's also known to own some of the mysterious foo 
fighters, and a mysterious crown of atlantean origin that gives him special powers. He has been 
involved in several criminal plots, recruiting other criminals. He has a loyal assistant , Niobe Sand, 
who has a crush on him. 
Car driven:  An orange Concept Development Centaur
Favourite bands: Kinks, Vanilla Fudge.
Notable interdimensional activities: He has talked and even flirted with Ariane at a few parties. 
Together with Little Alex, who is his unwilling assistant, he tries to lure Ariane into a trap for the 
Sector Futuro Group.

Name: Dr. Weisenstein 
Original comic: Bad Moon
Short description: A time-travelling scientist that eventually became a hippie in London.
Details: An ingenious scientist who had invented microchips in 2006 that were faster, more efficient
and cheaper then any ever made before and would last for at least 200 years. Of course the 
industrials nearly had him lynched and smashed up his chips and laboratories. After he had 
recovered from his nearly fatal injuries, he offered the remains of his smashed microchips as parts 
of the pacemaker of recently deceased pope John Paul III on eBay. One hour later, he 400 000 bids 
at nearly 23 million Euro, but the church became aware and wanted all of the money and his head as
well. With help that is not to be named here, he escaped through the interdimensional gate and 
found himself in the cellar of the Bad Moon Club in Soho 1969. He decided to stay and become a 
hippie.

Name: Emily Eriksson
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Was the girlfriend of Peter Pech, until she moved to Autumn Bay
Details: Black hair, has a "cute & bubbly" personality, likes to play music
Job, employer: Works at Timmy's ToyCo, but also had a modest music career and currently a 
DooTube channel
Languages spoken: German, English
Notable interdimensional activities: Ariane hates her music (she threw out all the CDs Peter owned 
of Emily), and also that she happens to have a similar surname as rock legend Roky Erickson 
(Emily's can hardly be blamed for that, and her is even spelled differently!) Currently resides in 
Autumn Bay, where she is acquainted with many of its residents. 

Name: Ernest Borgninew
Original comic: TOBT
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Short description: A former russian wrestler that runs bar in the Gernsbeck theatre. He has a serious 
criminal background and can be extremely violent, but he wont harm women or children. He looks 
like a Russian version of Ernest Borgnine. 
Member of cults, etc.: He's a member of Die Instrumentalität, using the codename Orson.

Name: Edeltraud “Traudi” Dix aka Neon
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Secretary of the Cryptozoology Department, is secretly also a cyberpunk 
vigilante who is an archer and drives a motorcycle.

Name: Elliot Maerc
Original comic: Let It Ride
Short description: Evil businessman.
Details: Formerly a good-looking dark haired man, got bald in later years. Used to wear red shirts 
with a lightbulb on it, but later went for a more eccentric outfit with a cape. Deceased.
Job, employer: CEO of Maerc
Notable interdimensional activities: Had really bloody clashes with his rival Augustus Alexander. 
Got castrated by MJ Stonecastle, died shortly thereafter in an airship-related incident.

Name: Ethel Meyerlinkh
Original comic: TOBT
Short description:  A cannibalistic harpy from Oblivion's Gate.
Details: After she left this world, she learned magic to transform herself into a human being. As an 
attractive woman in her late forties, she worked as a bikini barista in Gernsbeck, and might work at 
Donna's cafe shack soon. Ethel may transform into a harpy again in moments of great dangers, and 
she has killed enemies without remorse before.

Name: The Faceless One
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: The Faceless One, aka the Faceless God aka N, aka The Crawling Chaos, etc. 
Details: He's a lovecraftian god that sometimes helps and protects Ariane, but his help does not 
come for free. He can change his appearance, but usually shows as a large humanoid creature or as 
a squirming mass of tentacles when he performs one of his surprise visits to Ariane. He has been 
kind of her mentor, and expects her to obey his orders if he send her on one of his ominous 
missions. He has shared some intimate moments with Ariane, too.

Name: Felicia Kingsley
Original comic: Autumn Bay
Short description: Intrepid investigative reporter, often researching paranormal stuff
Details: Brown/reddish hair, often seen in a dark blue coat and hat
Job, employer: Autumn Bay Herald
Notable interdimensional activities: Had numerous interactions with Tona Zehm. Uncovered 
scandals regarding Timmy's ToyCo. Also almost got shot by Jouko Jousimies once. 

Name: Frankie Boy
Original comic: TOBT, APP, The Zeppelin Will Rise Again
Short description: He's a Frankenstein monster in the iconic Karloff look. Ariane required him from 
somewhere as drummer for G's band.
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Name: Ferdinand Weishaupt
Original comic: TOBT, APP, The Zeppelin Will Rise Again
Short description: A slightly psychopathic, unaging wizard that founded the Zeppelinwerk. 
Details: After founding Zeppelinwerk he hired Ariane as a promotion girl, and she fell in love with 
him. Weishaupt later tried to kill her and Peter but got shot in the last moment by Mike Fortino. 
Ariane kept the urn with his ashes.
Cars driven: A number of cars, among them an original Auburn Speedster, a Maybach Zeppelin, a 
Humber Saracen and Alvis Stalwart.

Name: G aka George Kelly
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: A technician working with Poobah. Het founded his own band "G and The 
Psychedelic Underground".  
Details: G is a devoted fan and friend of Ariane and owner of the famous G-Tar and the G-hat. 
Ariane sings now and then in his band. He was one of the persons that rescued her from  one of 
Weishaupt's attacks. G is a nice guy who is liked and respected by many people.
Car driven: G drove an air-cooled diesel 4wd VW Doka T1 conversion in Oblivion's gate. He later 
bought a standard red-white VW T1 Doka to remind him of this adventure.

Name: Gustave Becquerel
Original comic: TOBT
Short description:  The husband of Bernadette and father of Keisha.
Details:  5'3 short and rather chubby, he is often mistaken for her clumsy servant; even Mme. 
Becquerel thinks that way. Mr. Becquerel is often jealous of the many men fancying his beautiful 
wife, but is too cowardly to approach them, so he keeps dreaming of building death-traps for them. 
His inventions of cunning and vicious devices is so far just a harmless eccentric hobby that never 
harms anyone. Mr. Becquerel likes simple French chansons. He doesn't have his own car and is not 
allowed to drive his wife's Renault.

Name: Hands
Original comic: TOBT/ APP, The Zeppelin Will Rise Again
Short description: A creature created by Weishaupt in a failed magic experiment. 
Details: Hands' body consists only of two connected arms, but he does survive and is sentient. 
Ariane hired him as bass player for G's band. He plays a rare Framus Triumph vertical electric bass.
Notable interdimensional activities: He saved Peter Pech from getting shot by Varta.

Name: Hannes Kröger,
Original comic: TOBT
Short description:  A former adventurer who's known as the captain of the Diesel Otte. He's friends 
with Sören and sometimes works for the Gernsbeck Institut. Friends say he looks like Hans Albers.

Name: Heddohon
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Technophile and stab-happy assassin
Details: Japanese girl who is usually wearing sneakers, cargo pants, a red hoodie and most 
importantly her special headphones.
Special powers: Headphones have the special ability of "reverse noise cancellation", which means 
they can create a bubble of complete silence around them.
Member of cults, etc.: Recently graduated top of her class from Imker's assassin's school.
Job, employer: Professional assassin, assisting her mentor Imker. Used to work for Takira too.
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Notable interdimensional activities: Helped build her Headphones using the assets of the Takira 
electronics company, where she also met Mitsuko Takira. Accompanied Imker on his trip to Autumn
Bay, and almost stabbed Mercy Black, which was prevented by Mitsuko.

Name: Herbert Graumann
Original comic: TOBT/ APP, The Zeppelin Will Rise Again
Short description: An Interdimensional salesman for electronic magic devices. 
Details: Ariane hates him, while he thinks she is the best involuntary promotion girl that he ever 
had. Tall and thin, with a pale face with burning eyes, a light grey trench coat, and a fedora hat that 
make him a menacing figure.

Name: Imker
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Creepy former Stasi agent who trains (mostly female) spies and assassins and is 
very fascinated by mermaids.
Details: Old enough that he has grey hair (was once brown, as seen in a flashback to the 1980s) and 
wrinkles. Thin and tall. Always wears a trench coat, glasses with dark lenses, and a wide-brimmed 
hat.
Job, employer: Runs some kind of spy & assassin school. Used to work for the Stasi (East German 
state security); went "freelance" after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War. He is 
not member of  Die Instrumentalität; but certainly knows about it. He cooperated with them several 
times, using the codename Englok.
Languages spoken: German, English, Russian
Notable interdimensional activities: During the Cold War era, he witnessed mermaids from the 
Sisterhood rescuing fellow mermaids held captive in an East German navy base. In the present, he 
went to Autumn Bay and met with Augustus Alexander to gather intel and hire some AEGIS goons. 
Imker's goal was to get a hold of the Sisterhood member Lorelei Disuore, but his plans were 
thwarted by Mercy Black. 

Name: Ingi Whitehall
Original comic: Playground
Short description: Macrobianian refugee from the Ostrich War, friend of Selene Wildebees
Details: Of mixed (mostly African and European) ancestry, as is typical for many Macrobianians. 
Traumatized by her experiences during the war. Is a really good sniper.
Job, employer: Works for Liberty International
Notable interdimensional activities: Upon arriving as a refugee in Buranda, she was recruited by 
Eric Macdonald. (With whom she also meets in Gnu Valley at the end of Playground.)

Name: Insektor 68
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: A wizard of the Sector Futuro Group. 
Details: A humanoid mutant, looking like the creature in the iconic Insektensekte photo. Living in a 
lab on a dystopian world; the building is a copy of the infamous "Mäusebunker" in Berlin-
Lichterfelde. He's the most scientific person in the coven. His vehicle looks like some rat rod 
version of a Hiller flying platform mixed with some kind of HausRucker  installation.

Name: Inspector Sauerbier
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description:  A plain cloth policeman in Gernsbeck. 
Details: He has a suspicion there is something very wrong going on with ToyCo, Drake industries 
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and certain characters from the Gernsbeck institute, but he hasn't got any proof yet. 
Notable interdimensional activities: He almost managed to arrest Peter Pech once, but Keisha, 
Ariane and Ritchie spoiled the action and he never talks about it.

Name: Jade Doyle
Original comic:  Cryptida
Short description: A nerdy young student at Gernsbeck University.
Details: Has the typical bespectacled Doyles look.
Job, employer: Has a student job as Clarissa Calabrini’s assistant.
Notable interdimensional activities: Is the cousin of Jane, Jen and Jo Doyle on her father’s side. She
thus spent many of her childhood summer holidays in Anvil Flats, where collecting scrap from a 
Maerc factory junkyard sparked her interest in robotics.

Name: Jane Doyle
Original comic:  Playground, Grinders$
Short description: An employee of Bettina Timmy who turned out to actually be a terrorist.
Details: Had the typical bespectacled Doyles look. Deceased.
Member of cults, etc.: Secretly worked for the terrorist organization Liberty International.
Job, employer: Ms. Timmy's personal assistant at Timmy's ToyCo
Notable interdimensional activities: Is the sibling of Jen and Jo Doyle, grew up in Anvil Flats, was a
friend of Donna Panks.

Name: Jean Baptise Cuvier
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Major of Pont De La Mort. Owns a large house on the river he does not use, but 
he rents it to tourists.

Name: Jim Gustafson
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: Founder, guitar player and vocalist of legendary band Poobah. Ariane knew him 
long before he arrived in Oblivion's Gate. He returned safely to his own world later.

Name: Johann Mbuni aka “Johann Strauss”
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: The son of General Volstruis Mbuni, is enrolled incognito at Gernsbeck 
University.

Name: Johannes Pütz
Original comic:TOBT
Short description:  An electronic expert, owner of the "Elektor Gleichrichter" shop in Gernsbeck's 
Alpha-Ralpha-Ring. He does look like Jean Pütz.

Name: Jonpleia S'becial
Original comic: TOBT
An african witch, born in Kogana. She was saved by the german mercenary Achim vom Acht during
the ostrich war, as locals tried to burn her. She became his mistress and lived with him until dictator 
Mbuni was forced into exile and a mob of locals attacked Jonpleia's house. Achim vom Acht was 
killed and his dead body was dragged through the streets by a howling mob, while the witch 
escaped a second time. She had learned about a magic portal years ago but had always been afraid 
to use it. This time she did not hesitate to flee into the unknown, arriving in The Gebiet. She settled 
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to live there, and got access to the Santaclara drug that stopped her from aging. Years later she came
back to Kogana to have her revenge. She turned men into monsters with the horrible ostrich curse, 
and made women into witches. She returned back into the safety for Gebiet, planning her next 
move. Meanwhile she has discovered the portal from the Gebiet into the Fettige Katze in 
Gernsback. She met Ariane and Dr. Strontium there.

Name: Joseph Drake Sr.
Original comic: Autumn Bay
Short description: The shifty main rival of AB’s top businessman Edward Chapel.
Details: A middle-aged man who often comes off as kinda creepy.
Job, employer: CEO of Drake Industries
Car driven: He probably has a driver most of the time (and accordingly expensive cars), and quite 
notably also had a super-yacht. (Which got sunk by robot sharks.)
Notable interdimensional activities: He is related to Bettina Timmy on her mother’s side. (He lets 
her call him Uncle, though that’s not really accurate, since they’re actually of the same generation.).
He brought Bettina to the Monaco Royale hotel, to introduce her to an old business partner of his, 
General Mbuni. He is also a major client of the assassin/mercenary Xenon.

Name: Kandake “Kanny”  Bougainville
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: A black linguist exploring cryptids and lost civilisations. 
Details:
Kanny is an amateur actor like Peter Pech, but she's very sceptical about Peter's new theatre career. 
She especially dislikes Peter calling her "Kanny baby" since he realized he is the great actor talking 
to his amateur wannabe-actress friend, but she might be able to cure him from any prima-donna airs
and graces. There are still some unsolved issues (stolen canope, broken piggy bank, telling Ariane 
Kanny wrote the failed audition play, having not paid back debts to Tarik, doing morally 
questionable acts on stage, etc.)
Car driven: Green Citroen Dyane
Works at the Gernsbeck Institute.
Languages spoken: German, English, French, Greek, plus dead (minoan) and even "unknown"
languages of lost cultures.

Name: Kaos aka Kevin McIllaine
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: He's the bass player of Poobah.
Car driven: A custom built 1969 Daytona Wagon.

Name: Karen Schibel
Original comic: Grinders$
Short description: A buxom, grey haired mature woman, formerly a teacher, now working at 
Donna's coffee shack, being very popular with the male customers. She was once hired by Ariane as
a local amateur actor for one of her shows in the area.

Name: Keisha Becquerel
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: A young black scientist in Babette's team.
Details:  She's 5'6 tall, very curvy, close to chubby, yet pretty and attractive. She likes stylish outfits,
as she would like to be on stage, too. Fan of Poobah, with a crush on the drummer Mike Fortino. 
Dislikes chansons and cool jazz. Doesn't have a car, would love an original De Pontac with the 
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stylish flower decor, but would settle for a Matra-Simca Bagheera mk.1 as a more realistic option. 
She thinks Peter is a nice person and joined him and Ariane for a theatre tour.  Her relationship to 
her mother is problematic. Her mother, a former mannequin, doesn't think much of Keisha's 
appearance and discourages her stage ambitions. Keisha once dreamed of going on stage, but her 
mother told her to study science instead. Keisha still hopes to prove to her mother that she's able to 
present herself on stage.
Favourite bands:Poobah, UFO, Led Zeppelin, Steppenwolf, Uriah Heep, Cactus. So the genre 
would be bands that are not obscure and dark enough to be defined as protodoom, but still play hard
rock at the transition  from psychedelic to heavy metal.
Languages spoken: French, English, a little German.
Notable interdimensional activities: Keisha promoted Babette's airship and herself at the military 
fair. She befriended Ariane and went on tour with her and Peter for a short time.

Kenny Watts
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: Technician of Poobah. Keeper of the music instrument collection in Oblivion's 
Gate.

Name: Lena Santorini
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: The shifty childhood "frenemy" of Kanny
Details: Blonde and attractive, often has a devious smile on her lips
Member of cults, etc.: Joined the Church of Starry Wisdom
Job, employer: Head of ToyCo's Europe division
Notable interdimensional activities: Had only a rather short appearance in Childhood's End - but her
experience of the rest of the events gets elaborated on a bit more when she meets Augustus 
Alexander again in Cryptida. 

Name: Lorelei “Lora” Disuore
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Mermaid who got hired as Tiny Timmy’s personal assistant, after the death of 
Jane Doyle.

Name: Mary Joan “MJ” Stonecastle
Original comic: Autumn Bay
Short description: Sexy warrior nun!
Details: Has a distinct middle-long hairstyle. Usually wears a trenchcoat - with a lot of weapons 
underneath.
Member of cults, etc.: Is a Catholic nun and member of the Numinous Corps.
Job, employer: Well, technically her employer is God…
Notable interdimensional activities: Fought Elliot Maerc and Starry Wisdom, then moved to Anvil 
Flats and married Chuck Brown, where they are raising several children.

Name: Medea
Original comic: Kaza's Mate Gwenna
Short description: Crazy mermaid terrorist.
Details: Short purple hair, has octopus-like tentacles instead of a fish-tail in her aquatic form (is thus
technically not a mermaid).
Special powers: Can transform between her human appearance and her aquatic form . (Was stripped
of her powers when the Sisterhood exiled her, but regained them shortly before being petrified.)
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Member of cults, etc.: Formerly a member of the Sisterhood (a group of mermaids and other mer-
creatures), but she got exiled.
Job, employer: Formerly the submarine pirate Nemo III
Notable interdimensional activities: Met Imker during the Cold War era, while the Sisterhood 
rescued mermaids held captive at an East German navy facility. Clashed with Kaza & Gwenna and 
the Cryptida team in Atlantis, when she tried to obtain the Trident of Poseidon, but got defeated 
when Yalala exposed her to the Head of Medusa. She's currently residing as a statue on the campus 
of Gernsbeck University. After that she resided as a statue on the campus of Gernsbeck University, 
but then got de-petrified again, a “collateral damage” effect of Kanny’s plan to ban the demon 
Okeris-Iktal.

Name: Medusa Tanis Bava
Original comic: Steampunk Gorgon
Short description: A beautiful Italian gorgon befriended with Ariane.
Details: Medusa grew up in a 1930s steampunk world full of magic, but learned the secret of using 
interdimensional gates from Ariane. She's a beautiful and always elegant Mediterranean woman 
with a perfect body, dark complexion, green eyes and long black snakes. She is a professional 
model and dancer like Ariane, but has a different personality. She speaks several languages, but has 
an Italian accent. While Medusa claims to be more sane, responsible and moralistic then her witch 
friend, Ariane calls her prude and conservative.
Special powers: She can turn people to stone if she has eye contact, has deadly venomous snakes 
and knows the basics of interdimensional travel.

Name: Mercy Black
Original comic: Autumn Bay
Short description: A black haired, private eye witch who's not afraid of any trouble.
Details: A chain smoker, fond of alcohol and brawls, too. 
Special powers: Her magic skills are based on battle.
Car driven: Black 1970 Dodge Charger
Notable interdimensional activities: Ariane made stealing Mercy's precious cigarettes into kind of a 
sport. Mercy paid her back by spanking her several times. Among many other adventures of Mercy, 
she had a fight with Imker and Heddohon. 

Name: Michael-So-You-Think-My-Hat-is-Funny 
Short description: A former heavyweight champ with a bicorn working as bouncer.
Details: Michael was once a successful heavyweight champion until he was  banned for brutality 
and fighting dirty. He was hired as bouncer for the Tar Pit Revue. He is still a tough fighter and uses
every dirty trick possible, so everyone except Ariane is afraid of him. He wears a bicorn he bought 
in a London Antiques Shop, and beats up everyone who laughs about it. The only person he adores 
is Ariane, but after getting used to his colleagues, he will protect them against anybody or anything. 
It's possible he was taken along by Ronja Crowfoot.

Name: Mike Fortino
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: Drummer of Poobah. 
Details: He saved Ariane from a molester once. He's a former instructor and member of the green 
berets and gulf war veteran, so he has some serious military experience. He's quite a ladies man that
wastes no time. He'll drive anything, but prefers heavy bikes most.

Name: Musikmaschinist
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Original comic: TOBT
Short description: Robotic music expert that only speaks Lübke-english.
Details: A robot built in a high-tech world that never suffered the big oil crisis and the following 
cultural degeneration caused by that. He was programmed as a music expert system and given to 
Ariane as a present. He knows everything about all bands listed in the oak collection. His outer shell
was destroyed in an accident, but a mechanic in another world repaired him with standard parts, 
giving him his new rustic DIY design. Due to his programming, he can only speak Lübke-english. 
He is able to use magic portals, but is not very skilled in that. 
Special powers: Knows some vague basics of multiverse travelling.
Languages spoken: Lübke-english.

Name: Nameless bus driver for the reform school tour
Original comic: APP
Short description: the bus driver is based on W.C. Fields.

Name: Nameless custodian in the Gernsbeck museum
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description:  The custodian who was tricked by Ariane is based on Jürgen von Manger aka 
Tegtmeier.

Name: Naomi Valentine
Original comic: Grinders$
Short description: A stripper befriended by Donna and Ariane, an the wife of Don Panks.
Details: A black haired wiccan pole dancer who moved into Donna's house and eventually married 
her father Don. She is fond of drugs.
Notable interdimensional activities: Naomi befriended Ariane in a bar. She later invited her into 
Donna's house and lived with her, Donna and Don for a while. Naomi played in some theatre acts 
with Ariane. Ariane was also a bridesmaid at Naomi's wedding.

Name: Ohio Dave
Original comic:TOBT
Short description:  Owner of the "Blast Furnace" shop in Gernsbeck's Alpha-Ralpha-Ring. He 
collects antiques, especially historic bottles.

Name: Peter Pech
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: (main or secondary character, function)
Details: (Appearance, age, height, dislikes, personality etc.)Started as a theatre amateur ridiculed as 
"Ciderman". But with some Cousin Itt potion, new clothes, even a few drugs and a lot of 
(unnecessary) ego-boosting by Ariane he transformed into some kind of underground theatre star. 
He got addicted to Ariane and her decadent  lifestyle, but is still a bit scared and sometimes shocked
and flabbergasted by it. He tries to be part of  her world, but feels he might not be up to it, getting 
exhausted and disoriented. Sometimes he fears he might become some drug-addicted, sex-crazed, 
psychopathic night creature and end in some ultra-violent showdown. Yet he has not manage to 
break free from Ariane's spell. Peter still owes Tarik the money he borrowed to support his theatre 
career.
Cars driven: Opel GT (gold paint), later Opel Manta 1900 Type A GTE Black Magic
Languages spoken: German, English
Works at the Gernsbeck Institute.
Notable interdimensional activities: As he was Ariane's boyfriend for some time, he spent a lot of 
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time with her. He couldn't keep up with her lifestyle, so he  wa so exhausted that he almost died.

Name: Pierre-Renard Duval
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Babette's ex-boyfriend and cousin of the thieves Dexter and Sinistra
Details: A handsome redhead - grew a beard after Babette dumped him. Hates thieves, due to his 
family association having ruined his life.
Car(s) driven: A Citroën 2CV that he modified so that it can turn into an airplane with jet engines - 
and even an autopilot!
Member of cults, etc.: Has tight contacts with the terror- er, the kinetically oriented decentralized 
anti-authoritarian network Liberty International
Job, employer: Formerly the Jules Verne University in France
Notable interdimensional activities: Got contacted by Eric Macdonald from Liberty International. 
Fights the Church of Starry Wisdom. Warned Babette about the shenanigans of Ferdinand 
Weishaupt. 

Name: Lieutenant Ratel Nyegere
Original comic: Playground
Short description: One of General Mbuni's most loyal officers.
Details: African lady with short hair. Seems to always either wear a Koganan uniform or a bath suit 
(and then only with a pistol!)
Job, employer: Soldier of the Koganan government... in exile. Also manages the coffee trade for 
Mbuni.
Notable interdimensional activities: Had an indirect link to Donna Panks via the coffee business, 
later met her personally - and seems to rather dislike her by now... 

Name: Ravi Teslar aka Chandu
Original comic: APP, The Zeppelin Will Rise Again
Short description: An unaging wizard and scientist with great electronic knowledge.  
Details: His look has been compared to Bela Lugosi. He was a genius alchemist who kept 
changing names and identities over the centuries until he became an electronics expert in the 20th. 
century and worked for the space program. Ferdinand Weishaupt, once his friend, became his 
opponent for several reasons and murdered Ravi in the late 1960s. Weishaupt revived Ravi with 
Ariane's help after he located his ashes. The current whereabouts of Ravi are unknown.

Name: The Red String
Original comic: Bad Moon Soho, Bad Moon London 1875
Short description: A strange, rope-like life-form
Details: The Red String was a very strange, but friendly life form that arrived in 1969 in the Bad 
Moon club. It resembles literally a large, red string of wool that can crawl like a snake, while the 
frayed upper end is separated into smaller strings that can be used like tentacles. The Red String is 
able to see, hear and talk. It ( he refers to himself as he) is intelligent, educated and literal. He has 
higher ethical standards then Ariane or Ritchie, so he's often irritated by the way she acts or talks, 
but he has helped her often.

Name: Ritchie the Rat creature
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: A bipedal, intelligent rat creature befriended by Ariane.
Details: Ritchie is not exactly a rat, but a lovecraftian rat creature, so his anatomy has both human 
and rodent elements. (Although in an opposite way then Jenkins Brown; he has a somehow 
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anthropomorphic body with a rat skull.) He loves food, alcohol and smoking, but occasionally does 
other drugs, but not as frequently as Ariane. As a kind of human-rat hybrid, he's human enough to 
admire human female beauty. Unaging as Ariane, he knows her very well, including some of her 
secrets. He uses his improvised "Ritchie-tool" to open doors or drawers he can't reach, it is also 
helpful for climbing obstacles. The tool is just a telescope antenna with a wire loop on the top. 
Ritchie became friends with Keith Moon (deceased) because they both love pranks.
Special powers: He's not magically skilled, but he can use magic portals and can locate Ariane over 
some distance.
Favourite bands: The Good Rats, 13th Floor elevators, The Seeds, The Shadows, The Monks, The 
Electric Prunes, Rolling Stones, The Who, The Kinks, The Fugs, Blue Cheer, Lollypop Shoppe, The
Deviants, The Stooges, The Punks, The Sonics, The Troggs
Languages spoken: English and a little German
Notable interdimensional activities: He appeared in Cryptida, once together with Mercy Black and 
others, to scare away a villain.

Name: Ronja Crowfoot
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: A witch with a disfigured foot working as showgirl
Details: While Ariane worked in the Tar Pit Revue Club around 1970, she met another witch called 
Ronja. Ronja was an exotic, pretty looking girl with dark curly hair and a round face with large 
eyes, but sadly turned her left foot into a crowfoot in a botched magic ritual. Ariane couldn't help 
her, but felt sorry and told her about the adjustable magic gate in the Bad Moon Club, so it is quite 
possible that Ronja left for another world or even time after the Tar Pit Revue was closed, maybe 
taking her colleagues along.

Name: RUK the Second
Original comic: TOBT
Short description:  The owner of the "Krautkaliber" shop  in Gernsbeck's Alpha-Ralpha-Ring. He 
does look like Rolf Ulrich Kaiser.

Name: Major Selene Wildebees
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: A Macrobianan veteran of the Ostrich War and one of Tiny Timmy's most trusted 
employees
Details: Tall, dark-haired and athletic, has scars on the back and on her arms due to an ostrich attack
during the war.
Job, employer: Security guard at Timmy's ToyCo
Languages spoken: English German, Afrikaans, possibly other language(s) common in Macrobiana
Notable interdimensional activities: Is often at the ToyCO HQ in Autumn Bay. In Childhood's End, 
she fought the goons of Tona Zehm - who she also met previously in her live, when they were both 
soldiers deployed in Iraq.

Name: Sören aka Dr. Lung
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Northern German scientist exploring cryptids.
Details: Very large, wearing maritime clothes, a shenandoah, a pipe, sometimes even a harpoon,  
Sören looks like the stereotype of a traditional seafarer of northern Germany. In fact he was sailor 
once, had an affair with a mermaid, fought sea monsters and other things no one would believe.
Car driven: An aquamarine blue Amphicar 770.
Languages spoken: German, English
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Works at the Gernsbeck Institute.
Notable interdimensional activities: He saved Ariane as he found her unconscious on a street, taking
her aboard of Hans Kröger's vessel and introduced her to the Gernsback institute. We can assume 
that he was eventually seduced by Ariane.

Name: Suttung
Original comic: TOBT
Short description: Suttung is a powerful car demon summoned by Ariane.
Details:  His appearance resembles a KFZ 251, but he is a "civilian" version with white wall tires 
and matte-finished black paint. He is a bit bigger then the original model, and almost invincible, has
secret powers, but will not tell about them, as car demons never bother to speak.

Name: Tessa
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Lena's assistant concerning Starry Wisdom activities. 

Name: The Three Stugins
Original comic:TOBT
Short description: The "three boys" doing the dirty work for Skalpelski. They look very much like 
the three Stooges.
Member of cults, etc.: They are assassins for Die Instrumentalität.

Name: Tona Zehm
Original comic: Let It Ride
Short description: The crazy female lead of the earlier LIR-incarnations
Details: Blonde hair, a Z-shaped scar in her face, later pink SS runes died into her hair. Deceased
Job, employer: Multiple over the years, the last one being the US army under the Trump 
administration
Notable interdimensional activities: Acquaintance of Felicia Kingsley, also met Bettina Timmy once

Name: Trude and Mara
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: The two owners of the Truma bakery in Gernsbeck's Alpha-Ralpha-Ring. Appear 
to look kinda similar to Traudi and Mira, but if this is just coincidence or not is unknown.

Name: Tweety & Dumdum
Original comic:TOBT
Short description: Siamese twins working as double conferencier.
Details: Those unique persons were in their early twenties when Ariane met them at the Tar Pit 
Revue Club around 1970/71. If still alive, they would be in their 70ies, although it is possible they 
used a magic portal into the future with the witch Ronya Crowfoot. Besides being siamese twins 
with dwarfism, Tweety is also struck with basedow, crossed eyes and a pointed head, while 
Dumdum is completely covered in hair. Tweety, an excellent knife thrower, has a squeaky voice, 
while Dumdum, an expert marksman with his revolver, has a deep, hoarse voice. Nevertheless, the 
twins are jolly and not wicked anyhow, so everybody loved them as double conferencier.

Name: Uncle Greedy
Original comic: Bad Moon
Short description: An aged drop-out of Scottish origin.
Details:  Greedy, his original name is unknown, was son of a wealthy Scottish beer brewer. In his 
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young years he had a lot of fantastic adventures all over the world, also dabbling in the occult. After
being wounded in ww2, he became a morphine addict. After years of misery, he overcame the 
addiction and helped other junkies. He gave up his name and became a part of the psychedelic 
revolution in Swinging London. Although older then his peers, he was accepted as freak, wearing 
long hair, sideburns, a purple top hat and fancy clothes, fond of  good drinks and food, good music, 
cigars, beautiful ladies and beautiful machines like classic cars and his Revox A 77 Reel-to-Reel. In 
1969, at the age of 64, he met Ariane Eldar and founded the Bad Moon Club with her.

Name: Uncle Falcon
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: The second owner of the Antiques Shop. He's at least as criminal as his jailed 
nephew, but more cunning. He's not member of Die Instrumentalität, but cooperates with them, 
using the codename Benjacomin. He looks like Sydney Greenstreet. 
Car driven: A grey Mercedes-Benz Harburger van with raised roof. 

Name: Varta
Original comic: APP, The Zeppelin Will Rise Again
Short description:  A tall, athletic, curvy woman with short red hair. She's a violent cultist, born in 
Albania, that worked for Ferdinand Weishaupt as devoted bodyguard. She hated Ariane and Peter 
Pech, but got stopped by Hands from killing Peter. After Weishaupt's death in the USA she got 
deported back to Albania.

Name: Vincent Whately
Original comic:Autumn Bay
Short description: An aged, but stylish magician with long grey hair..
Details: Vincent is a descendant of the infamous Whateley's and a capable magician. Although he's 
not fond of shooting or violence, he owns a Mauser P08 Parabellum.
Special powers:  He knows how to use magic portals and more practical magic.
Languages spoken: English, Latin, Ancient Greek
Notable interdimensional activities: He is one of Ariane's lovers since he met her in his own world, 
paying for a book she tried to steal. He travelled through Oblivion's Gate with her for quite some 
time. He also helped Ethel to regain her human shape.

Name: Vladek Skapelski
Original comic: TOBT
Short description:  Ariane's "Landlord" in Gernsbeck is a retired russian surgeon rumoured to be an 
ex-hitman working for the KGB who has killed at least a dozen people. 
Details: He's still a dangerous, mighty mobsters that managed to keep himself covered. He collects 
art of the revolutionary times and is very superstitious, believing Ariane is a wila. He looks like 
Vladek Sheybal.
Being very superstitious, he's only afraid of demons, so he is very lucky for Ariane's magic 
protection and gives her some protection against local racketeers and clans in return. 
Member of cults, etc.: He's the head of the Die Instrumentalität, using the codename E'Teli-Keli.

Name: General Volstruis Mbuni
Original comic: Playground
Short description: Former dictator of Kogana, now in exile. Instigator of the Ostrich War.
Details: African man of formidable appearance, hair already greying at the temples. Usually seen in 
a uniform with much bling.
Notable interdimensional activities: Had a steaming love affair with... Donna Panks!
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Name: Xenon aka Candy Armstrong
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Assassin who has a beef with Selene Wildebees.
Details: An attractive blonde. Got a cyborg eye (right side) after a fork-related incident in Monaco. 
Hair used to be very long, though due to the eye implantation, her hairstyle is currently a bit 
asymmetric: Still long on the left side, buzz cut on the right side.
Special powers: Who knows what this cyborg eye can do...?
Vehicle used: Has a small space ship, black with red stripes.
Member of cults, etc.: Former student of Imker, according to him the best one he ever had.
Job, employer: Professional assassin.
Notable interdimensional activities: Even though she's a freelancer, her most regular customer 
seems to be Joseph Drake Sr. Her cyborg eye is a product of Drake Industries too.

Name: Queen Yalala, Daughter of Bentik, Son of Pelasgik
Original comic: Cryptida
Short description: Queen of Atlantis, was petrified for a long time, and now has to adjust to life in 
the modern day.

Name: Zündi aka Leifi
Original comic: TOBT
Short description:  A former biker, who looks a bit like the bodybuilder version of Lemmy 
Kilmister, was hired by  Ariane as bouncer.
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III. Multiverse cults, brands and organisations
1. Several brands and companies
1.a.  Drake Industries
The Autumn Bay-based company run by the sinister Joseph Drake Senior. This mega-corp is the 
bitter rival of Chapel Enterprises International. 

1.b. Eldritch Heels
Ariane's favourite shoe brand based in London. A small manufacture in a backyard that produces 
high heels and plateaus of high quality.

1.c. Marsec
A Toshiba-string weapons manufacturing company based in Anvil Flats, Illinois, USA. Formerly 
known as Maerc Techno and the brainchild of (now deceased) genius inventor and misanthrope 
Elliot Maerc.

1.d. Timmy’s ToyCo 
A toy company with headquarters in Autumn Bay. It's notorious for toys that are malfunctioning, 
dangerous, or outright weapons. Their most harmless product is the "My Little Horsie" brand.

1.e. Trickster Beachware
An Australian line of swimwear renowned for selling some of the most expensive dental floss in the
world. 

1.f. Zeppelinwerk
The Zeppelinwerk was founded by Ferdinand Weishaupt and should bring back the day of the real, 
rigid Zeppelin, instead of the fluffy blimps, often mistaken for Zeppelins by amateurs. The new 
Zeppelin factory was located in an abandoned industrial area in the Sokolov District in Bohemia, 
although Weishaupt claimed it was located in Upper Silesia. Weishaupt used black magic and 
Ariane's help to revive dead engineers to construct a new Zeppelin, and financed his expenses with 
drug trafficking, using miniature Zeppelins for smuggling the ware to Bayreuth.

2. Interdimensional brands and enterprises
These are brands and enterprises that are either aware of the existence of the multiverse,  or 
products that are exported by interdimensional traders, like electronic magic devices.

2.a. Multiverse societies
Multiverse societies that are aware of interdimensional travel often cooperate, some founded 
interdimensional contracts and enterprises.

2.b. Eldritch Equinox
An interdimensional newspaper available at Gatehopper Inns and other places. It is read by wizards 
and interdimensional travellers, and writes about  interdimensional places to visit or avoid, gossip 
about interdimensional travellers, new magic or anti magic products, etc.

2.c. Gatehooper Inns
These are places with informations for interdimensional travellers, often (but not always) located at 
active hotspots. Usually they are connected with a bar or cafe and a motel. Different then the Iron 
Cruise places, that exist on many worlds, the Gatehopper Inns are only found in multiverse societies
that are aware of interdimensional travel. The Gatehoppers Guide is sold  there, an electronic 
device, similar to the "Hitchhiker's Guide", that contains reports about different worlds that can be 
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reached via magic portals. 

2.d. Interzone Bank
Interdimensional banks that may be found at some active hotspots and many Gatehopper Inns, but 
not at Iron Cruise. Travellers can change several interdimensional currencies here. To avoid 
misunderstandings, there is no general interdimensional currency, but countless currencies in the 
multiverse. So the Interzone will have some currencies available that are either very popular, and 
those of worlds that can be reached directly via magic portals close to the bank.

2.e. Iron Cruise
The Iron Cruise chain is an interdimensional enterprise of drive-inn motels, bars and clubs. A basic 
Iron Cruise station has at least a filling station, a bar, shop a small motel, larger versions maybe a 
hotel and even a nightclub. Ariane jobbed as go-go dancer for an Iron Cruise nightclub once. There 
are always some magic gates at an Iron Cruise station, if the customers are able to recognize them. 
The difference to Gatehopper Inn is that Iron Cruise hides the interdimensional connection to the 
public if it is not common in the world.

2.f. Manufacturers of magic devices and their products

Worlds which are aware of magic that have reached a certain standard of technology and science 
often produce magic artefacts as products. Not all of these manufacturers are aware of 
interdimensional travel, but their products are resold in other universes as well by interdimensional 
travellers like Herbert Graumann.

Well known manufacturers and brands are these:
Bendik. Located on 70premium, they offer products of good quality for medium prices, but also 
expensive machines. They are known for rather large and heavy machines in metal boxes, often 
hammer painted.
Popular products: 
- Bendik Raptorking. A medium-sized, heavy and sturdy raptor. It's Portable (kind off) and can be 
equipped with a battery.
- Bendik Stardiffusion. A portable diffusor in radial shape.
- Bendik Midblock. A moveable (two strong men) sturdy blocker.
- Bendik Bigblock. A stationary heavy blocker.
- Bendik Smokewall. A transformator (ectoplasm) that creates thick smoke walls.
- Bendik Supply72. A magic battery of the size of a 7ah 12v car battery, protected by a strong metal 
box.

Golden Shipper. The shunned manufacturer of 70premium. The products are of ingenious 
innovation and best quality, but ethically controversial as they use tele-empathic technology. They 
are officially banned from fairs and shops, but the limited production always sells for highest prices.
Popular products:
- Partymaker 500. A wooden case with brass front and three turnknobs reading "Violence", 
"Sexuality" and "Creepiness". It produces a psychomagnetic field with a range about 10 m² that will
influence the emotions of the affected people. At full power, the prudest people will engage into 
unspeakable orgies of debauchery, or turn peaceful people into savages.
- Backseater. Sized as a car radio, this device is installed in a dashboard. It can control arousement, 
prudeness, kinkyness and other details. It includes a memory button, so that you can program 
settings and activate them with one switch or a remote control.

H0. H0 is not a single producer, but a number of anonymous brands building cheap products of 
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often questionable quality, often imitations of existing products. The home world is unknown.
Popular Products:
- Hexenschreck: It's a cheap imitation of the MGA Schockstrahler. It is popular nevertheless as it is 
smaller and much lighter,. The intensity can be adjusted, but not very precise. Unreliable settings 
can cause dangerous shocks.
- HO Groovy Generator: One of several devices using the Groovy spell.
It has the size of a standard late 1950ies tube radio set. Range (maximum is a large room) and 
intensity (expecting how weird things will get) can be adjusted. Running it at full capacity for a 
longer period can cause malfunctions with unforeseeable effects.
- HO Groovy 100V: A sationary generator using the Groovy spell for large buildings or areals. It 
contains of the master unit (compact rack size) and the senders (size of a shoe box) connected with 
wires running on 100 volt.
- HO Mobile Groovy: A mobile  generator using the Groovy spell with an own powergenarator. This
is what you need if you want to avoid panic in the streets during some strange spectacular events 
(Godzilla visit, flying saucer landing, Yeti demonstration.) There are several designs, popular are 
camouflaged versions as mobile compressor (trailer) or minivan.

Klaatu Works. The factories, located in the world of Steampunk Gorgon, have average quality and 
a large production of many different devices. Common materials are bakelite and steel, often 
polished, while the electronic components are standard of the 1930ies to early 50ies.
Popular products are:
- The "Space gun", a hand-held diffussor.
- The Transform Masters. A range of zylindric shaped bakelit transformers,that transform magic 
energy in thermic, electric, kinetic or optic energy.
- The Fortification Range. A modular system of heavy blockers and diffusors.
- The Artemis. A portable transformator (ectoplasm), that can create small amounts of water for 
emergencies.
- The Herda. A portable transformator (heat), that works as heater for emergencies. It has a cooking 
mode, too.

Leymann & Hartbold. The location of the manufactor is unknown, but their products are sold 
officially on Tranquility, sometimes they show up on Turmkraft. They are specialised on portal-
related machines.
Popular products:
-Portalmeter. This device for locating magic portals can be carried by one person. It will detect a 
magic gate at a distance of maximum 2 km, but it wont measure distance and direction oabove a 
distance of 400 meters. It has the size of a shoebox and a weight of 6kg. The handheld antenna is 
connected with a short cable.
-Portal Lokator. The device is portable by two men. It is more precise then the Portalmeter and has a
maximum range of 200 km to locate a gate. It can show the exact direction of the gate, but not the 
distance, so you need either two machines or have to do two tests at different locations to calculate 
the coordinates of the magic gate.
-Portal Meister. This portal finder is built into a two-wheeled trailer of the size of a portable air 
compressor. It has a maxiumum range of 2500 km and can measure the distance and direction of a 
magic portal. For precise results, it is advisable to do to tests at different locations. You can get it 
with a Portal Spiegel installed as extra.
-Portal Spiegel. This device gives some information about the portal and can separate the signals if 
there are several magic gates close to each other. It has the size of a standard recordplayer or large 
foliant, and weights 2,5 kg. It only works in combination with a Portal Lokator or Portal Meister.
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MGA (Magische Gefahren Abwehr). These are offensive counter magic devices of high quality 
and very rare. They are produced on 70premium, too.
Popular products:
- Vakuum Mine: It is triggered by any magic activity, the mine will cause an magic implosion 
draining all ME in an certain area. Available in different sizes and not reusable.
- Wirbelstoss: A handheld weapon, that causes an uncontrolled, but harmless magic reaction of the 
attacked magic user. This will drain all the magicians personal capacity (PC), transforming it into 
sound and light effects.
- Schockstrahler: A diffussor that causes a stunning physical pain, but no physical damage to the 
attacked magician. The intensity can be adjusted.
- Schallsperre: Any magic activity will cause a terrifying piercing sound powered by the omitted 
ME. Any magician will be too distracted to cast any spell, and it also works as alarm.
- Nomag-Wolle: A substance that blocks (but not absorb) magic. It's used to build magic-protected 
rooms, a layer of 10 centimetres will cut off all contact to the natural MBE, so any magic inside 
must be feed by Personal Capacity or batteries.

Narda. Also located on 70premium, these brand produces miniature, high-end  and high-tech 
machines that are extremely expensive.
Popular products: 
- Narda Turboburner:  A very small, but very fast and powerful burner.
- Narda Fullshield: A fashionable belt with combined blocker and splitter that protects the owner 
against magic. The splitter allows the user to use magic him- or herself.
- Narda Magemeter: It is not bigger then the Tinkerton Witchfinder, but has an analogue meter that 
can be switched between PC, LC and active flow.

Schwabwald.  Several high-quality manufacturers merged to one brand, all located on 70premium .
They offer a wide range of products of different quality, ranging from slightly above average to high
end (not quite Stedoxx, but at least close.) Typical materials are plastic, wood and alloy.
Popular products: 
- Supervisor series. A flat rack with frontal view, that contains several meters, alarm and internal 
detectors plus additional cable mounted detectors, available in different sizes.
- Supervisotectors: These are cubical detectors, cable operated, made for the Supervisor Series, but 
might work with other sets, too.
- Supervisor shield: A compact generator, in combination with special cables and wire cages that 
shields magic detectors against being detected themself by a trained wizard. It needs a skilled expert
to install this device properly.
- Creator: A small ectoplasm transformator. I has a limited use; mostly for show effects and 
experiments.
- Protector: A compact diffusor for home use.
- Iso-foam: These are mats made from a rubber that blocks magic. A roam coated with it isolates all 
magic entering or leaving.
- Passive Laurinit: A liquid, rubber like coating that can create the illusion of invisibility if 
connected to the Laurin-Generator.
- Active Laurinit: Combined with nanotechnology, this coating works without generator, only 
consuming MBE. It's insanely expensive.
- 2d Illusor: The device produces a durable two dimensional illusion, maximal size is 2 x 2 meters. 
Perfect to conceal doors or pits. Programming of the illusionary images requires expert skill.
 3D Illusor: Same as above, but can produce a three dimensional illusion, maximum size is 4 m³.

Stedoxx. High end products of best quality with innovative features. They are expensive, but still 
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very reasonable priced for their quality, and easy to operate. Most products are modular stationeries.
The look is late modern functionalism with use of  wood, brushed alloy, steel and grey plastic of 
best quality.
The home world: of the brand is known as 70premium, a magic space age paradise.
Popular products: 
- Stedoxx Wideband diffusor, it combines three rotating antennas but is still portable. 
- 1001 Blocker: A large mono bloc blocker, stationary. A very exclusive high end product.
- Control Stack: A modular detector units that can be stacked.
- Graph 99: A compact detector paper printer.
- Silent Track:  It records all magic activity on compact inch-tape and is absolutely noiseless.

Springkraut Triggers. These triggers are cheap, simple, small and of average quality. The location 
of the home world producing them is unknown.
Popular products: 
- Hometickets: They work with every gate, but only once, as they burn out after use.
- Skeletomatic: These are reusable, but fixed to a certain gate.

Starchild Studio. These gate related devices are rare, expensive and feature a minimalistic design 
based on acrylic glass and chrome. Their origin is unknown. People without magic knowledge can 
activate or block magic gates and windows with these machines.

Tinkerton. Innovative, very tiny products which are known for quality problems.
The home world is some early 1980ies punk/ magic setting called Neonlitter.
Popular products: 
- Magicbuzzers.  A small, wedge shaped black plastic box, containing a loud buzzer and alarm 
detector. It's a stand-alone.
- Foggies.: Ectoplasm converters that can create fog only.
- Head-To-Toe: A simple diffusor worn on the head that protects a person by a diffusor field for 
some seconds if activated by either a switch or an automatic detector (unreliable).
- Powerpill: A magic battery in size of a 9V block, quite powerful and compact, if it works.
- Witchfinder:  A small handheld device (calculator size) that sounds alarm if it gets close to a magic
potent person. A single LED pulsates to show the magician's PC, the rate depending on the size. 
Made from black plastic.

3. Secret cults, covens and illegal organisations
3.a. Die Instrumentalität
A secret criminal organisation run by ex-KGB-hitman Vladek Skapelski, who lives in the Alpha-
Ralpha-Ring in Gernsbeck, Germany. Ariane knows nothing about this organisation, although she 
knows that Skalpelski is somehow involved in criminal activities but never bothered to ask. (She 
never does, if one of her supporters is involved.) Nevertheless, Skalpelski protects Ariane and 
helped her to get the rooms for her theatre in Gernsbeck. Ernest Borgninew, who runs the TOBT 
Bar, is one of his men, and several shops in the Alpha-Ralpha-Ring do business with Die 
Instrumentalität. 

3.b. Laurin Nixdorf Kommando
The Laurin Nixdorf Kommando is an interdimensional hacker ring mostly employed to cover up all 
signs of magic or interdimensional activity. They are hired by cults, covens, secret societies or even 
secret service members. An important job on earth is e.g. manipulating google maps to hide secret 
or "magic" areas, like the infamous Whitechapel breweries. The members of LNK are computer 
experts that benefit from knowledge of other worlds and used the best equipment possible. Some of 
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the members know how to use dimensional gates. Ironically, the equipment of LNK may look 
outdated to amateurs; as they use large and heavy machinery that allows tinkering and permanent 
hardware updates. The LNK chapter of earth has hacked all known internet and telephone 
connections, but have a secret internet, too, that allows access over the standard power supply. The 
practical importance is that a simple power socket allows LNK members to communicate with their 
computer system and each other. A secret meeting place of the LNK is in the "Die Fettige Katze" in 
Gernsbeck at the Alpha-Ralpha-Ring.

3.c. Sector Futuro Group
The "Sector Futuro Group" is a coven of powerful mages and wizards from different worlds. 
They try to find a way to capture Ariane Eldar and use her as a kind of relais to tap the power source
of N The Faceless One aka Nyarlathotep. This ritual wouldn't kill Ariane, but imprison her. First 
they have to find a way to break the protection spell that N has put on Ariane that keeps the Sector 
Futuro Group from using magic or physical attacks against her. They also try to locate all wizards 
that might know any ritual to tap N's power and  either make them join their coven or destroy them 
as potential competition.
Ariane herself has no idea that the she is protected by a permanent protection spell that "N" aka the 
"Faceless One" aka Nyarlathotep aka "Crawling Chaos" once casted on her. She doesn't even know 
that this coven exists and is interested in her.
The current members of the coven are Insektor68, Ruth Widow, the Borgia-Savonarola-Manster and
Dr. Strontium who replaced the Oddball Wizard that was killed by Vincent Whateley in the 
wastelands of Oblivions Gate.
The meeting place of the coven is a Futuro House on the top of the Schnittstelle 23 main building, 
at the world of "Oblivion Gate", in the Diesel Region, just above the Active Hotspot Schnittstelle 
23. The iconic Futuro House, imported from earth isn't visible  to the naked eye without using 
magic, as it is hidden by a permanent camouflage spell, and lined inside with MGA Nomag-Wolle 
to protect it from all magic activity.

3.d. Starry Wisdom
An international secret cult engaged in criminal and occult activities. It is supposed that it has 
members in the high society and business world. There's a certain sympathy for lovecraftian 
symbolism.

3e. Whitechapel Witches
This coven was founded in mid-Victorian England; it is one of the many covens that Ariane joined 
as irregular member. The coven was once founded to protect witches of the left-hand-path, it is not 
anyhow related to the wiccan religion. As some basic stereotypes about witches – the pointed hat, 
broom and cats – are related to breweries, it is not surprising that there is a connection to the 
infamous Whitechapel breweries. The coven has it's meeting place in the lost street in Whitechapel, 
unknown to the public and even operate a dimensional gate there. In return, the witches support the 
distillery in any way they can.

4. Beverages, food and drugs
4.a. Alcohol
These brands of alcohol may show up in bar scenes without further explanation.
Blitzkrieg Fortified Rhine Wine
Clockwork Orange
Cork Wine
Davy Jones Rum
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Fir Bolg Whiskey
Green-eyed Girl Kentucky Artisan Whiskey
Lethe Absinthe (One of Ariane's favourite beverages)
Molotov Super Refined Ultra premium Vodka
Olde Claymore Blended Scotch Whiskey
Pont de la Mort French wine (named after it's origin)
Sankt Faustus
Three Roses Premium Bourbon
Tír na nÓg Whiskey
Vorofskoy  Krimsekt Whitechapel Gin (one of Ariane's favourite beverages, see Whitechapel 
Breweries)

 4.b. Other  
Beyond the Wall of Sleep
A kind of energy drink by H.P.L Drafts. It is a premarket product, rumoured to contain irradiated 
horse manure.

Mountains Of Madness
A drink by H.P.L Drafts that contains psychoactiv substances.

The Festival Energy Drink
Another energy drink by H.P.L Drafts, made from caffeine and natural steroids. It is indeed 
vitalizing, but has some risky side-effecs.

Chit-Chat cat food
A brand of cat food known for odd taste-combinations and commercials featuring Ariane Eldar in 
her cat costume. The first commercials got banned from television for being to sexy, and Chit-Chat 
couldn't pay Ariane in cash and gave her five-hundred cans of cat-food instead. The commercial 
was shown at festivals and got so popular that Chit-Chat hired Ariane for new commercials. Ariane 
isn't too proud about them, but she got used to eat chit-chat as she gets a lot of free vouchers for free
samples.

Cousin Itt potion
An old secret witches recipe for quick and strong hair grow. Long hair in half an hour isn't a 
problem at all. Ariane used it to transform common Peter Pech into flamboyant Theater Peter.

Furnace Filters 
Ariane's favourite cigarettes are produced in an illegal factory somewhere in Egypt. They are so 
hazardous that only a doom witch can smoke them without taking any harm. Medusa Bava often 
jokes that these cigarettes are made from recycled mummy wraps.

Freddie Hyde Marchies
An  amphetamine that instantly boosts reflexes and agility, but it can cause sudden outbreaks of 
severe violence as side effect.

Kilimanjaro Snow
A rare brand of cocaine of high quality.

Koganan Blend coffee
A brand of coffee available in several exotic tastes that is sold at Donna's coffee shack. There some 
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doubts if this is really fair trade coffee.

Napalm Chilli
An extra hot sauce, sometimes used by Ariane for pranks, like refilling Halloween candy.

Nepenthesin
 A colorless drug, that erases the last 24 hours of memory after it's injected. Very rare and 
expensive, it's of unknown origin.It is occasionally used by the Laurin-Nixdorf-Kommando.

Rocket 88
Ariane's favourite amphetamine, named after the iconic car and the famous rock's roll song named 
after the car. These is a broad-spectrum amphetamine helping you getting along.

Rocket 66
The weaker version of Rocket 88 is called 66, but still a very potent amphetamine that might kill the
user.

White Pain
This is the amphetamine you need if you have to run fo your life. It increases physical power and 
reflexes slightly. A white liquid, sold in glass vials.  The first feeling is like being struck by 
lightning, but gets you always on your feet, no matter how exhausted or injured you are. His is for 
situations where you don't care about pain.

Tiger Tank
An amphetamine mixed with analgesic.  It increases physical power and decreases phsyical pain, 
but no influences on reflexes.  It is sold as grey pills.

Lazarus Uppers
Capsules filled with dark red powder. It clears your mind and boosts energy. It is a very effective 
drug to cure you of a bad hangover, but is dangerous, as it can cause later black-outs and panic 
attacks.

5. Bands, theatre troupes, culture and media
5.a. Theater Of The Bloody Tongue
Ariane's theatre is not a local  theatre, but a theatrical group with changing members playing at 
different places. She founded it with a friend called Larissa and a former lover called Eric de Winter
who had an own theatrical group called Theater Of The Big Punch. Larissa, Eric and another actor 
called Grumpy George have left the theatre meanwhile, so she plays with changing amateur actors, 
including Peter Pech. The plays are a combination of burlesque show and the legendary Grand 
Guignot. Besides kinky elements, striptease and splatter effects, there are some funny acts in-
between and music played by different rock musicians who support her. Sometimes the theatre 
works as side act for Poobah or G & The Psychedelic Underground.

5.b. G and the Psychedelic Underground
George Kelly aka G supports Poobah as technician, but eventually founded his own band, G and the
Psychedelic Underground. Ariane helped him finding an unique bass player, Hands, and a drummer,
Frankie Boy. rock band. Sometime Ariane supports the band by singing, and Ritchie played a kind 
of  blow jug, built from a glass bong and microphone, as tribute to the 13th Floor Elevators in some 
songs. Besides the rather unique band members, the custom made G-Tar of G himself and the rare 
Framus Triumph Upright bass are quite eye catchers. The band sometime plays as opening act for 
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Poobah, but also went on tour with the Theater Of The Bloody Tongue.

5.c. Poobah
Poobah is based on the real rock band, but it's members are treated as fictional characters that only 
resemble the real life musicians.

5.d. Theater Of The Big Punch
A mime group lead by Elric De Winter. It was specialised on splatter and shock effects, but had very
few erotic elements. After Ariane joined, it was transformed into the Theater Of The Bloody 
Tongue.

5.e. Total Terror Theater Troup aka 4TMovement
An underground touring theatre quartet specialised on extremely taboo subjects. Ariane founded 
this in the early seventies after the Soho nightclub scene had died. Usually they played at changing 
places behind closed doors, but in an act they recreated the James Dean crash in a remote side road. 
(Luckily not with the original cars.) The troupe existed shortly and  was declared to be illegal, but 
the other three members died before the police ever got hands on them. The other female lead was 
murdered by one of the male actors who committed suicide as the police arrived, and the other actor
died in a drug related car crash.  

5.f. Vaudeville Vendettas
Before Ariane founded the Theater Of The Bloody Tongue, she founded a trio with two other girls 
that toured through Europe with a show. One of them was Larissa, who later joined the Theater Of 
The Bloody Tongue, and Naomi, a black British woman. During a tour with the diesel metal band 
Bakelitkörper they got arrested in Germany after they played a funny act about Martin Luther. 
Naomi later became a local politician and eventually joined the Europe parliament, while Ariane 
and Larissa got deported to England where they founded the Theater Of The Bloody Tongue with 
Eric de Winter.
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V. More details
1. Vehicles
1.a. Background vehicles or cameos
There''s a number of interesting vehicles that belong to characters or are in some other way loosely 
related to a story. They can appear in panels as background vehicles or even be part of the story.

The Anne Bonny’s Revenge
Captain Camilla’s pirate ship. Destroyed by the demon Anutrofo.

The Bronze Seducer
About 50 of these ultimate luxury cars have been built at 70premium; an unknown number of them 
were exported to other worlds. This car got nicknamed as "Don Juan's secret weapon", as it comes 
equipped with a Golden Shipper Backseater.
The basic vehicle is a 1961 Facel Vega Excellence, turned into a Coupe while preserving the full 
length. It has not paint, but the body is bronzed and polished. Comfortable, electric heated banks in 
front and back can transform electrically into a large bed. The standard engine is a turbocharged 6,3 
V8 with automatic transmission. A a turbine similar to that of the Chrysler Turbinecar, able to run 
on all kinds of fuel, including salad oil and alcohol, is available as extra. 

The Buick Milling Drum
Kaos, G and Mike Fortino built this car on a local scrapyard near the lake eerie to free the trailer 
park of all e-scooters and bicycles. It is a wrecked 1950 Buick Rivera with a Chevy big block 
transplant and a heavy duty milling drum rotating in the front, replacing the missing chrome teeth.

Don Pank's car, a red Brubacker Box
This is the original Brubacker Box with the heavy bumpers. It is restored and has a Porsche Turbo 
engine installed. 

Don Pank's dick car
The infamous Dick Car built by Steve Paige in 1969, best known from the inside of a Steppenwolf 
album cover (For Ladies Only), was thought to be lost, but Don located and bought it for 
restoration.
 
Donna Pank's car
As far as known, a 1978 pink Oldsmobile Omega.

G's car
At Oblivion's Gate, G grew quite fond of a heavily modified VW T1 Doka. Sadly, he couldn't take it
along through the gate, so he bought a normal  VW T1 Doka, painted it red and white and added the
spare wheel on the front.

Hans Kröger's Diesel-Otte
The captain drives an cargo riverboat in the old Finnomaß on the Rhine. The boat is named Diesel-
Otte and sometimes used to transport things for the Gernsbeck Institute. 

The Jormungand
Sea serpent-shaped submarine that Dr. Ytterbium built for Camilla as a replacement for her sunk 
pirate ship.
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Kanny's car
Kanny drives a green standard Citroen Dyane.

Kaos' custom car
Kaos drives a 1969 Daytona Wagon, a car that never existed. It is built out of two cars, a 1969 
Dodge Station wagon and a 1969 Dodge Daytona, the super muscle car with the airplane spoiler. It's
painted green with red applications.

Mercy Black's car
Mercy drives a fully restored black 1970 Dodge Charger. The iconic muscle car is from the sought 
after second generation.

Peter's cars
Peter's first car in his glorious Theatre Peter days was a golden 1972 Opel GT 1900, with his name 
written on the bonnet. Sadly he had the sell the beautiful car for a song after he tried to get TÜV for 
it in Germany. The TÜV inspector always wanted an Opel GT in his young days and couldn't afford 
it, so he decided Peter shouldn't have one either.
Peter drove a rented Ford Capri of the first generation for some time (nicknamed Hundeknochen 
Capri in Germany,) after he rented and finally bought an Opel Manta A GTE Black Magic. The 
latter turned into his most favourite car ever, but had to sell it again after he parted with Ariane.

Passpartout III
The third airship built by Babette. It is not a Zeppelin, but a balloon with a boat-like cabin, 
reminding of  Renard's "La France". It uses a  helium filled ballonet, meaning a balloon with a 
second balloon inside, as described by Jules Verne. The gas is electrically heated.  The generator 
and two propulsion engines, new inventions called "lowrunner turbofans", run on LPG.

Pierre-Renard's Flying car
A 1980 Citroën 2CV Charleston modified into a flying car with two tiny Jet engines.

The Poobah custom tour bus
The bus used by Poobah in some stories is a green and red painted 1965 Chevrolet Corvair 
Greenbrier 95, converted into a six wheeler.

Sören's car
Sören drives the famous (or infamous) Amphicar 770. The tiny, blue amphibian convertible car 
always causes a sensation when it enters or leaves the river on his way to work.

Dr. Strontium's car,
The villain drives the extremely rare and rather sensational orange Centaur Concept.

Uncle Falcon's van
The grey Mercedes-Benz Harburger F20 with a raised roof was once a common sight, now it is a 
rarity.  

Whitechapel Wraith
The Whitechapel Breweries, running an illegal distillery, used small, but fast vehicles to smuggle 
their infamous gin in the interwar time. Today they still own four of those Morgan "Threeler" V-
Twins. These once popular, but now very rare three wheelers are a mixture of a motorbike and a 
sports car. Contrary to the rather common trikes, the single wheel is in the back and two wheels and 
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engine in the front, giving it much more road stability and very impressive performance and agility. 

Zeppelinwerk drones
The combination of a quadrocopter and a tiny Zeppelin of a length about 1,20 meter is an effective 
remote controlled transporter. Weishaupt used it to smuggle drugs over the border. For that reason, 
there's an explosive charge for emergencies, too. After Weishaupt's death, employees sold them as 
unmanned craft for military use offered as "Zeppelinwerk Kleinkamerad." Some prints of pinup 
photos that  Ariane did in the factory during her stay with Weishaupt were added as free extra.

1.b. The Corgi Nightmare
This vehicle of Dr. Strontium started as heavily modified motor bike, but ended up as highly 
advanced robot that is more then just a self-driving bike. The machine is based on the most unusual 
1934 Brough Superior Austin 4, with original sidecar and twin rear wheel and the 800 cc 4 cylinder 
car engine from the Austin Seven, even with cardan shaft and reverse gear. To be fair, the villain 
didn't take one of the rare originals apart, but used  leftover parts he gathered from bike restorers. 
Dr. Strontium then did a lot of  modifications next, using his superior skills and knowledge. 
He replaced the original engine with a Triumph Rocket  plus custom automatic transmission (still 
with reverse gear), boosting the power by at least factor 10. He still used a cardan transmission from
the combustion engine to power the twin rear wheel, but added an additional hydraulic engine to 
power the front-  and side wheel, resulting in a mixed  all-wheel drive. The hydraulic machinery 
also powers the innovative  telescopic arm with mechanical claw, that is installed between the bike 
and the sidecar. This expandable arm can pick and connect hydraulic tools from a bag fixed on the 
sidecar, including a power drill, angle grinder, sabre saw and alligator shear. The claw can also 
operate a dart shooting airgun and plant adhesive stripes of plastic explosives.
The most important feature is the advanced self steering system with infrared vision, that turns the 
Corgi Terror into an intelligent robot. Added with run-flat tires and protective shields for the most 
vital parts, its a scary opponent, especially with mote extra weapons. A rotating, wheel shaped 
device at the back of the sidecar, replacing the spare wheel, can fire fire smoke or tear-gas grenades.
Even more effective is the curdler, a sonic weapon (siren) that isn't strong enough to kill anybody, 
but will distract or even immobilize close bystanders. 

2. Other machines
2.a. Unusual and unique machines
Ariane's electric harp
The harp was once a common classic concert harp, but was turned into an electric instrument in a  
DIY-conversion. It's reduced to one pedal and 24 strings and pick-ups from electric guitars. There 
are two effect units, distortion and reverb, taped to the frame. Ariane wears long steel claws as 
plectrums to protect her nails.

Bibendum Suit
This instantly inflatable protection suit made by Clarissa Calabrini is still a prototype.  The name is 
obvious, as it turns the wearer into a living Michelin man. It is working so far, but not ready for 
serial production. Calabrini's idea is to protect motorbike drivers, construction workers or hobby 
pilots by a layer of compressed air in a durable stretch material. After testing the device successfully
on her colleague Tarik, Clarissa gave some suits to Babette for her airship.

"Dolferl", the coffee automaton
At first sight a solid, high quality late 1970ies coffee automaton in fully restored state. Professor 
Axel Lidenbrock bought it for a reasonable price for the institute after it had been at service of an 
Austrian police station for many years. Everybody believes it works perfect and it was a great 
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bargain. Except Tarik, who never gets any coffee and has heard it talk ("No coffee for unit Tarik!") 
and has seen a few of the many mean gimmicks hidden inside – flicking outboxing gloves, 
trapdoors that swallow the cup he wanted to grab, hidden glass panels blocking the way to the 
coffee, kicking boots, etc. 

The G-tar
George "G" plays a custom made g-shaped electric guitar. It was built by Kaos, and after a bad 
transport damaged repaired by Peter Nord, resulting in minor changes of the design.

LNK Kommunikator
A portable device that allows the members of the Laurin-Nixdorf-Kommando to connect with their 
own internet version over every power socket. The Kommunikator looks like a classic telephone 
receiver connected to a powerline, plus shaded with a cable that connects to the receiver, too.  The 
shades are in fact miniature monitors, while two concealed cogs in the receiver move the cursor. 
The receiver is used as phone and voice command.

The Orpheus Pedal
The guitar effect pedal is one of several faulty effect units that accidentality trigger a dimensional 
gate that leads to Oblivion's Gate. This is known as foul activator opening an abductor gate. A faulty
electronic element produces a certain frequency that sends the trigger signal to activate the 
dimensional gate, abducting the clueless musician. The faulty circuit used in the pedal was used for 
some other effect devices, too. Known examples are the Bifrost overdrive, Doppelganger Distorter, 
Rheingold Ringmodulator, Fahrenheit Flanger, Styx Echochamber, Walhall reverb, Hades 
Hallgenerator, Bermuda Phase Shifter and Charon Chorus.

Red Clover Guitar
The red clover is in fact a demon that takes shape of popular instruments for thousands of years. 
The demon is known as Okeris-Iktal or Acolyte of Loki. At the moment he has transformed into a 
clover shaped guitar. A closer look will reveal it can't be a functional guitar, as some vital parts are 
missing and the shape leaves no room for the electronics, but it produces sound nonetheless. The 
red clover doesn't have to be a real instrument; it is the very idea of an instrument, manifesting in an
iconic shape without bothering for details. Peter Pech bought the demonic instrument at the 
Antiques Shop in the Alpha-Ralpha-Ring.

Ritchie's blowjug
Sometimes Ritchie plays his version of the blowjug in G's band. Of course it is a homage to the 
famous DIY instrument of the 13th Floor Elevators, but a bit different in design It was built from a 
glass bong, containing liquid (alcohol) in one part and a microphone in the other.
2.b. Iconic or unusual mass produced machines
The Erwin Quantum Cat clocks 
There are at least two models of these novelty clocks. One is the Erwin Clock, available as wand or 
table clock, based on the original Kit-Cat Klock, but with Erwin's face instead. The other model is 
the Kitty Ariane Alarm Clock, in fact a traditional wind-up alarm clock with a PVC doll of Ariane 
in her cat costume as Kitty on top. Those clocks were cheaply made and are very rare today.

Iconic Hi-Fi equipment
There's of course the famous Revox A77 Reel-To-Reel-machine, that started the era of private high-
end Hi-Fi equipment that was limited to professional studios before. Uncle greedy owned one, and 
Dr. Strontium uses one as well, not to mention countless famous musicians.
The tiny Nagra SN was used by Ritchie as spyware, quite possible that other characters like Ingri 
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might one of these icons. and others
Dr. Strontium also uses the legendary Sennheiser HD 414 headphones. 

3. Legends and unused plot ideas
The  Bendhamm story
During the oil crisis, a German car manufacturer worked on diesel engines running on animal fat.
Engineer Jeremias Bendhamm constructed a compact device that almost instantly turned animal 
tissue into fuel. The original idea was to recycle slaughterhouse waste, but Bendhamm proposed to 
recycle human bodies as well instead of wasting valuable space for burials of the deceased. He lost 
his job and was considered to be insane. The project of the animal fat diesels was abandoned and 
forgotten. Years later were rumours that Bendhamm moved into a south-American country, where 
he installed a modified diesel and a compact animal fat render unit into an old hearse. He later 
became a serial killer who transformed his victim into fuel inside of his hearse. Bendhamm is 
supposed to have died meanwhile, but the car is rumoured to be still existent.

68 Silencing
During the cold war the German government initiated a secret project to develop an electronic 
device to silence combustion engines. In 1968, two competing high end audio companies (rumours 
indicate George Neumann GmbH  and Sennheiser, those two legendary brands made independently 
groundbreaking inventions since ww2 and were still competitors at this time) were asked to develop
a portable machine that could silence vehicles with combustion engine. The CIA watched the 
project closely since the beginning, especially as they were still engaged in the Vietnam war (That 
was the time of first attempts to silence helicopters, and development of the curdler units.) 
Both German companies made some progress, including promising prototypes,  but couldn't solve 
all problems for a serial production. The project was eventually cancelled in the 1980ies during the 
political changing of the area, and in 1991 both companies merged and the project was forgotten 
unless some young engineer found the old files and sold them to an unknown buyer. The files did 
end up with Dr. Strontium who combined the results and built a device to silence the engine of the 
Corgi Terror.
It is quite possible that there has been more industrial espionage in earlier years, triggering similar 
experiments in japan.

Nagli-Fari Nautilus
The legend started at the beginning on the 20. century, when ,members of the German reform 
movement travelled into the USA, trying to establish communities that would spread their ideas. At 
least one commune was more or less successful in a very remote area at the coast of Newfoundland,
far away from the next settlement. They made a living of farming, fishing and smuggling. About 40 
years later, a German U-boat commander, who felt loyal to Germany, but despised Hitler (there 
were many people like this) was on the way to the USA in the late wartime. It's not known if he was
on a mission or imply deserted, but he knew about the remote and rather secret community in 
Labrador, as some of his ancestors went there. Nobody knows exactly why, but he and his crew 
ended up with their U-boat in the Harbor in Labrador after the war, and had a lot of  foreign 
currency and some gold on board.  The submarine was hidden and maintained since then to 
smuggle drugs. In the 1960s, it got modernized with electronics and renamed as Nagli-Fari-
Nautilus. Captain Hannes Kröger is one of the very few outsiders who knows about the secret 
community today and has even seen the submarine.

Rising Dawn
It is the legend about an album released in 1967 by a band from Los Angeles. The band was most 
likely called "All The Kings Horses", while other sources say they were called "Kalthea". Other 
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band names suggested are "The Unnamables" or "Vril". Other band names suggested are "The 
Unnamables" or "Vril". (It is not even sure if this was the band from Sacramento or one of countless
obscure bands that might have had the same name.) Anyway, the band called All The King Horses 
recorded an album in 1967 with a limited pressing (estimated 200 to 1000 albums.) Most songs 
weren't said to be very significant, except a song called "Rising Dawn" with a length of 11.23 
minutes. The albums were supposed to be sold after a life concert in September 1967. It was said 
that the audience was almost in ecstasy after a few minutes of "Rising Dawn". During the climax of 
the song, a guitar solo of seven minutes length, several people collapsed in the audience and died 
later. Others were taken to the hospital and showed all symptoms of overdose of hallucinogenic 
drugs, but no traces of drugs were found. Some people in the audience changed their lifestyle 
radically after the concert and broke with all conventions of society. A few of them are said to have 
formed a secret society called "The Übermensch". The legend name a number of celebrities who are
said to have joined the concert; among them Michael Moorcook, Timothy Leary, Robert Anton 
Wilson, Charles Manson,  Theodore Sturgeon und Genesis P. Orridge. It was speculated that the 
band had randomly found a sound combination that would trigger psychotic effects if played in a 
certain volume, similar like a hallucinogenic drug. A number of private researches and even the CIA
searched for the remaining albums that are considered to be lost. There are two traces connected 
loosely to this legend. Six dead teenagers were found on May 4, 1974 in a suburb of Los Angeles. 
The cause of death remained unknown. Another visitor of that party, called Peter Garrend, remained
missing. A record player was still running as the bodies were found, but there was no record on it.  
On April 2, 1981 in Philadelphia, five members of a cult called Ozric-temple were found dead in an 
apartment. The cause of death remained unknown, first suspicion of collective suicide turned out to 
be wrong. The leader of the cult, who had rented the apartment, nicknamed Ezra Morning, remained
missing and was identified later as a Peter Garrend who died 1986 in a car crash. Oddly enough, he 
was the same man that went missing during the deadly party in San Francisco 1974.

4. Running gags, quotes, fun objects
4.a.  Running gags
Some running gags that work in every crossover.
- Peter Pech climbing up something in almost supernatural speed to escape or hide.
- Ariane stealing Mercy's cigarettes
- Perverto the peeping tom robot (borrowed from Podgor/ Lord Myk) hiding in the background, 
often in not very convincing camouflage.
- Ritchie stealing food and other things
- Tarik trying to get coffee from the institutes new coffee automaton "Dolferl"

4.b. Quotes
Some quotes that showed up and always work:
- Sic Semper Tyrannis
- Dr. Livingston, I presume
- Wilhelm scream

4.c. Fun Objects
Some objects with no significance for the story, but may be recognized by the reader.

The cider barrel
Among the props in the Gernsbeck theatre is a decorative cider barrel that got infamous as Peter's 
first costume. (He played the cider but didn't get the role in the end, but the barrel was hired.)
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The groovy ring
The groovy spell makes people accept even very weird sights as kind of normal. It is not to be 
confused with spells that hide or camouflage someting or makes strange creatures look like normal 
human beings. It doesn't change the appearance of anybody or anything, nor does it affect the 
vision, as it only influences the tolerance of the beholder.
 e.g: "A minotaur as shop assistant, groovy! And that woman looks pretty with the snakes on her 
head."
The memories of weird incidents do not get deleted, but usually are blurred, as the human mind 
tries to compensate unexplainable phenomena.
e.g: "What was her haircolor.... I think it was black, long and very curly."
As photos and videos are not affected, they can bring back real memories.
"There's a photo. What, she has snakes on her head?! Yes, now I recall suddenly!"
There is a limited edition of magic rings that embed a groovy spell. These rings work automatically,
but only protect the wearer, other unusual things happening around are not affected. These rings are 
very rare and expensive; Medusa Ranis Bava wears one if she moves in cultures that are not 
common with gorgons. 
There are several electric magic devices produced by HO using the Groovy spell. While the magic 
ring's groovy spell is limited to the wearer, the Groovy Generators produces a field that protects 
everything in it's range.

Inverted heart mug
A black coffee mug with an inverted grey heart, several times used by Ariane.

Skull parasol
A black parasol decorated with white skulls, used by Ariane at the beach.

Piltdown Puppets
Puppets on a string based on Erwin the quantum cat characters.

Inflatable Cthulhu
Ariane's beach toy, a little inflatable Cthulhu.

Electric flogger
A novelty product for practical jokes. A flogger with an electric charged handle that will give the 
unsuspecting dom or domme a mighty jolt. Ariane bought several ones as presents.

Mr. Yig - preservatives
These condomes are very durable, come in snakeskin décor and are available in even unusual sizes. 
Ariane keeps some of them in different sizes to be prepared for unexpected visitors.
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IV. Places
1. Bars to visit in the multiverse
Black'n Blue Garter Club
This place in London, Soho, was closed in the early 1970ies, but some people might remember it 
well, and of course there might be time travels.
The club belonged to  Mr. Smutclive, a short, extremley lecherous dirty old gentleman. Ariane did 
some shows there, one was the  "Season Of The Witch" rotine; she sang that song while "riding" on 
a rocking broom, while a windmachine blew her clothes away piece for piece, until she was left in 
striped stockings and a witches hat. It is reported that John Lennon saw this act.
Another steady act was "Mr. Pomeroy and his dancing potatoes." He trained capuchin monkeys to 
dance, painted them black and stuck hollowed out potatoes over their heads. Quite ngenious, too 
bad he got into jail after Ariane sent an anonymous tip-off to the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals. Not that she gives a damn about animal rights, but she hates the sound of the 
ukulele. 
One day Mr. Smutclive hired Diana Powers, aka Frauke Kraftspargel, who got banned from the 
Olympic team for doping and blackmail. She suggested the dunking act. Ariane hated that routine, 
as Diana kept dunking her head brutally into a bucket of water. One day Ariane spiked Diana's 
sandwich with laxative before the show, causing an embarrassing accident on stage. It backfired for 
Ariane, as she was fired, too, because Mr. Smutclive stood closely behind Diana peeking.

Haute Coffee 
Donna's coffee shack located in Anvil Flats, the USA, this is a typical drive inn coffee shack. It's 
mostly special for it's personnel, several bikini baristas, including Donna Panks, the owner of the 
enterprise. Since 2022 it is located in a new, larger building.

Elements Club
A bar in Gernsbeck that's decorated with tables of chemical elements and crystals. Less suspicious 
then the TOBT bar, it is sometimes used by shady characters to raise less suspicion.

Krauthobel Club, meanwhile closed club in Bonn, Germany/ TOBT
A very unusual club  in Bonn, partly designed by Ariane Eldar, who jobbed there as waitress. 
Horror themed, it featured a fake, squeaky elevator to give the illusion of a deep cellar, a well with 
skull ornament and fog machine, a fake mummy and a projector projecting classic horror movies at 
the ceiling, while the audience lay down on a kind of extended Corbusier liege.
Sadly this unique place was closed around 2019 and replaced with a shisha bar and a sports book.

Tar Pit Revue
This place in London, Soho, was closed by the police in the early 1970ies, but some people might 
remember it well, and of course there might be time travels. Literally a  dark  and underground  
club,  in a dark cellar room with black walls, a tiny stage and a small bar. Ariane worked there after 
she got fired in the Black & Blue Garter Club. She met a lot of strange people there; the  dwarf 
siamese twins Tweety & Dumdum, the unlucky witch girl Ronja Crowfoot whose left feet had 
turned into a crow foot after a magic accident, the brutal old bouncer Michael-So-You-Think-My-
Head-is-Funny and the eerie owner Mr. White, who was always covered in a blanket, hat, shawl and
glasses, sitting in his wheelchair in his cold and dark office. No one had ever seen his face or even 
body, and he always spoke in a hoarse whisper. Was he a poor disfigured cripple, or a hypocrite in 
disguise, worried about his reputation? 
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Vollverstärker, small club somewhere in Germany/ APP
A small club in Hanover in Germany that was closed in 2018. It didn't look very special, but a lot of
cult bands and forgotten bands and other entertainers played there since the early 70s. Most 
memorable is the last act of the Vaudeville Vendettas there, that featured a Martin Luther parody. A 
member of the audience (some name a female bishop  convicted of drunken driving) alarmed the 
police and Ariane and her two friends got arrested, which ended the career of the Vaudeville 
Vendettas. The room is still used for a legendary record collectors’ mart  for decades.

2. More places
2.a. Anvil Flats
A town in Illinois, USA, three hours south of Chicago, surrounded by cornfields and small rivers.
Home of Marsec, formerly known as Maerc Techno. Places of interest may be Scarlet's Fever, a 
strip club where Naomi Valentine works and met Ariane the first time; Haute Coffee, the coffee 
shack owned by Donna; and Anvil Flats Air Force Base. More places to visit in right-to-left order 
from the end of the strip mall: Haute Coffee, Manos: Hands of Plait ("ethnic" hairdresser), Darkpool
(headhunting company local branch), Inky Regrets (tattoo parlor chain), vacancy, Sky Yoga 
(fitness), Gernsbeck Crossfit (fitness), Vape Stooge (tobacco), and then some undetermined number 
of other shops that may or may not include a massage parlor, laundromat, and/or pawn shop. The 
restaurant/separate unit that appears to the north of the old coffee shack, across the parking lot from 
Anvil Flats Sky Mall, is also a chain. The King's Coin serves "American" food, essentially greasy 
carbs and yellow beer. It also offers extensive bar games including billiards, darts, and a trivia night.
A hookup spot for lonely airmen and cheating wives. 

2.b. New Madrid, Missouri
Location on the Mississippi River where a major earthquake in 1812 occurred. Suspected 
confluence of multiple ley lines and site of great interest to the Church of Starry Wisdom. Two 
hours north of Memphis, USA. 

2.c. Bad Moon Clubhouse
The Bad Moon Club was founded 1969  in a run down house in an old part of Soho, London. Inside
there was a private bar, a collection of curiosities, books and more, and a adjustable, but unreliable 
dimensional gate in the cellar. Here was also an hatch down into the canalisation and some of the 
unknown tunnels in London. Sadly this place was torn down in the 1980ies. 

2.d. Ariane's flat in Spitalfields
Ariane's flat is rather a desolate cellar room in an old apartment house in Spitalfields, London. 

2.e. Gernsbeck
A small town in the Ruhr, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany. The closest large city is Duisburg.
The town is the home of The Gernsbeck University that has a department of cryptozoology, also 
known as the Cryptide Institute. The two most impressive buildings belong to the millionaire F. 
Roseland. One is a recent, postmodern blue lass frustum using the sfumo effect, it contains the 
Roseland Collection of art and treasures and is named as such. The other is known as The Cone; an 
impressive tower already built in the modern era that survived the second world war and is now 
used as storage house. The original platforms have been turned into helipads. Gernsbeck also has a 
cathedral and the department store Kaufhaus Mercator. One of the last huge department stores like 
they were known from better times, but it is still going very well in Gernsbeck. 
A less spectacular, but still interesting place is the Alpha-Ralpha-Ring.
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2.f. The Alpha-Ralpha-Ring 
The Alpha-Ralpha-Ring in Gernsback was built around 1961 as a late-modern addition to 
Gernsbeck, but the modern age project got soon abandoned with the end of the late modern era. 
There's been some building activity again since the end of the 2010s, although the post-post-modern
building attempts look kind of random. There are only a few buildings of interest.
The apartment block at the northern part (containing some 1950ies buildings, and parts of a pre-
war basement) wouldn't be anyhow remarkable, but Skalpelski, Borginew  and Ethel Meyerlinkh 
have apartments there , and Ariane's (or rather Skalpelski's) red caravan is parked in the court. But 
The most exciting feature is a small newspaper shop called "Der Kleine Cranch"opening to the 
Kurt-Werner-Schmidt-Strasse. At first sight, it is a rather boring shop with a not very attractive 
collection. But someone who says the right code, asking for the Erdhafen Extra about the Helen 
America story, the owner will open a door concealed by a concrete wall that is in fact an illusion 
produced by a Schwabwald 2d Illusor. Stairways lead down into the oldest part of the cellar, to a 
strange small bistro in the cellar, called Die Fettige Katze. This bistro is in fact a meeting place of 
the Laurin-Nixdorf-Kommando. Doors lead two two rooms; one contains a one-way dimensional 
gate to the world Das Gebiet, the other one to a computer called Abba-Dingo. This large computer 
is programmed by the Laurin-Nixdorf-Kommando and gives access to a lot of hidden knowledge. 
The Red Caravan parked in the backyard of the apartment block , a  1976 Tabbert Comtesse 660 
TK, was bought and abandoned by  Skalpelski years ago, but he allowed Ariane to move into there, 
and provides her even with electricity. She is allowed to use the shower in his apartment, too.
Across the street is the TOBT bar (run by Borginew) and the theatre in the former bowling club, 
built in 1965, abandoned in 1983. The Theater Of The Bloody Tongue is located on the former 
bowling line behind a bar. The theatre consist of the  audience with room for about sixty people, the
stage area and the backstage containing the wardrobe and props. Die Instrumentalität has a VIP 
room in the bar, with concealed weapons and alarm.
The Antiques Shop sells phony curiosities and questionable antiques. The owner was arrested some
time ago and is now run with more success by his Uncle called Mr. Falcon. There's still a secret 
room with two large cages for rare animals, and a large door leading into the garage and a separate 
escape way. Die Instrumentalität is aware of the things going on in the shop. There's even a 
codeword. People interested in being or selling stolen or illegal things will ask for the fictional 
painting  "Olympia von Viola Sedeara".
Fur Out is a shady retailer for furs, clothes, shoes and jewellery next to the Antiques Shop, the 
owner is called Arthur Trapp. There's an escape door at the back of the shop, too.
Krautkaliber is a record dealer specialised on Kraut Rock, next door to Fur Out, run by RUK the 
Second.
Futtersack is a pet food shop in Gernsbeck,Alpha-Ralpha-Ring. It is run by a woman called K. 
Mell. 
The Egg-Imbiss is a takeaway selling fast food meals made from eggs. Ethel Meyerlinkh, also shop
owner,  serves the food dressed in a bikini. Karin Schibel took Ethel's place in 2022.
Rogov's Hobel is named after the original owner "Rogov" who produced carpenter's planes (Hobel)
in the 1960ies there.The building was later a storage house and then abandoned for many years until
Kev Woodley, an aged biker, and Jimmy Underhill,  an aged mod, founded a workshop for classic 
bikes and scooters there. As "Hobel" is a dated nickname for a motorcycle, they decided to keep the 
old name. The new owners fight a lot, sometimes they are bashing each other, but always get drunk 
and are friends again later. They are both fans of Ariane and Ethel Meyerlinkh. They are befriended 
with the Habermänner. 
Elektor Gleichrichter is an old school electronic shop in Gernsbeck run by Johann Pütz. Although 
it is a tiny shop behind the side entrance of a residential house, it has all the things that a true 
electronic fan would need.
The bakery Truma, opened recently by two women called Trude and Mara, is known for good 
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cakes and the pastel coloured interior.
Blast Furnace is selling tobacco and alcohol, run by a cigar lover and bottle collector called Ohio 
Dave.
Stoeckel and Heeler is a shoe shop, founded by Dr. Stoeckel and British former prostitute Christine
Heeler.
The Bermuda Fresseck, a fast food restaurant selling only meat dishes with bread rolls and no 
salad, is supposed to open soon. There isn't much choice, only schnitzel, burger and grilled sausage,
but the portions are huge.
The KGB Markt is a shop for Russian ware of all kind, no matter if used or new, legal or illegal, 
rare or common. You can get anything from caviar to a master brake cylinder for a 1963 Moskvitch.
The shop is run by Ivan Rebhuhnow, a stout man with a large beard. He has connections to the Die 
Instrumentalität.

2.g. Pont-de-la-mort
The  small, picturesque French town appeared first in Cryptida. It is named after it's medieval 
bridge, other sights are the historic inn  Auberge de la Guillotine and a statue of the infamous 
gentleman master thief Antoine Duval, who was born there in 1882. There's also an own wine and a 
local newspaper called  Courrier du Matin. The winery is known for good wine and it's unique 
steam powered wine press, and it has the only train halt of the town. The mayor owns a beautiful 
villa at the river he rents to tourists. A few years ago the town was haunted by a horrible beast that 
turned out to be a surviving andrewsarchus.

2.h. The Whitechapel Breweries
The breweries was founded in the mid 1700ies in a dead end street in one of the worst parts of 
London. A legend says the street was considered to be so dangerous that even the criminals didn't 
dare to go there. The same legend claims that the police refused to even mention the name, so the 
street got completely forgotten and derelict in the 20th century. In the 18th century the Whitechapel 
Breweries created a gin that got so popular that the production of beer was dropped. The gin was 
cheap and  quite strong (49%) but  it's production got banned during ww1. The distillery was still 
allowed to produce alcohol for industrial and medical use, but illegally produced gin nonetheless. 
After the first world war, Whitechapel Gin was sold illegal to many bars or private consumers, often
delivered in one of the so-called Whitechapel Wraiths, tuned Morgan Vee Threelers belonging to the
brewery (or rather distillery), their engines running on pure alcohol. The whole dead end street was 
involved in production and smuggling and still is. There was even one of the London' coven 
involved, the Whitechapel Witches, who still dwell there and even have access to an adjustable 
dimensional gate in their meeting house. The dead end street was turned into a dead street as several
houses and the entrance of the street were destroyed in an V1 attack in ww II. Production stopped, 
and quickly erased buildings blocked the access to the street. The distillery was assumed to be dead 
and gone anyway, and there other concerns then rebuilding an old dead end street full with desolate 
buildings and ruins. But the distillery survived and started the production again, using tunnels in  
old houses to smuggle their gin into London, while witches sold it even in other worlds, using the 
dimensional gate. Years later the Whitechapel Witches contacted the Laurin-Nixdorf-Commando to 
hide the street from google-view, while contacts to local politicians helped to erase the memory of 
the lost street and the illegal distillery. The place looks today as time has stopped in the 1930ies, 
even four of the old  Whitechapel Wraiths still exist.

2.i. Autumn Bay
A large city in New York, USA,  notorious for conspiracies and a number of secret cults, gangs and 
covens fighting each other. Important places are the Jefferson University and Islington Asylum.
The city is the home of Mercy Black and Vincent Whateley.
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2.j. The Lake Eerie Teenage Wasteland Trailer Park
Formerly Lakeshore trailer park, a small, but clean and respectable trailer park at the shore of Lake 
Eerie in Ohio, USA. On the ground is a very interesting scrapyard belonging to an old mechanic 
Pops O Riley, who has a workshop on his place. He does the maintenance for the parks machinery, 
so he's allowed to run his business at this place, that is secured by a high fence. 
Poobah, G, Anya, Naomi and Babette and her team  once stayed together at the trailer park, so 
Ariane decided to do a  Quadrophenia based theatre show in the event hall. The owner of the park, 
called Gordon Sting-Summer, is a fan of the Who, so he allowed Ariane to do her show, but insisted
on no nudity. After the show he decided to rename the place as Teenage Wasteland. 

2.k. Atlantis (Cryptida)
The legendary sunken city is the home of Queen Yalala, her sister Kamala (aka Captain Camilla) 
and her guard/lover Dolon.
The Gernsbeck team has been there twice so far. Their first expedition was their initial discovery, 
during which the demon Anutrofho got unleashed. During the second expedition, they had to team 
up with Kaza & Gwenna and the Sisterhood to fight Nemo II and Medea. 
As we all know, Atlantis has been found many times at very different places, so there will be no 
discussion what is the "real" Atlantis.

2.l. The Buranda-Kogana-Macrobiana Region 
Three African countries that were involved in the Ostrich War. The worst battle took place at Gnu 
Valley in Macrobiana. General Volstruis Mbuni, dictator of Kogana and war criminal, had to go into
in exile where he's making plans for a comeback. Kogana exports coffee, also sold at Haute Coffee. 
Macrobiana is of some interest to archaeologists because of an ancient lost civilisation in that area 
that had connections to ancient Egypt.

3. Active Hotspots
Active hotspots are places that are found identical in different worlds, while they are indeed unique.
They do not coexist in several worlds like passive hotspots, but locally merge several worlds in one 
reality. See "VII. TOBT magic and multiverse rules" for explanation.  This means, the active 
hotspots described here can be placed on any other world, while the description of the place itself 
remains the same.

3.a. The Dreumex Complex
The Dreumex Complex is a large, active hotspot with bar, hotel and a hall in Coventry,  England.
INSERT MAP

3.b. Jardin De La Biere 
A very large beer garden with many trees and a few facilities somewhere in Belgium. There are a 
number of magical gates on the area. Sometimes there are events like the "Oktoberfest" that drew 
quite an audience; there's even a small road train for picking up the drunk.

3.c. Melies Moon
A former cinema hall in Bremen, Germany, that was turned into an event hall in the 1970ies.  
Several lesser known rock bands,  free theatre and performance took place there. The Theater Of 
The Bloody Tongue played "The Courageous Counterfeit's Daughter" there. In the cellar, there's a 
another adjustable dimensional gate. Next to the cinema hall stands an old building that contained a 
grocery shop called "Fragnicht Food", a small takeaway restaurant called "Green Goddess" (one of 
the places that sells Lethe Absinthe) and an international bookshop. After Ariane's act, here was a 
devastating fire in the grocery shop. The shop is closed meanwhile, but the event hall and the Green
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Godless were restored, while the grocery shop and the bookshop vanished.

3.d. Schnittstelle 23
This place is (e.g.) located in the Diesel Area of Oblivion's Gate, at a remote place that is rumoured 
to be cursed. The outer building looks exactly like an abandoned version of the "Institute of 
Hygiene" by  Fehling & Gogel of the Charite in Berlin-Lichterfelde, an example of consequent 
brutalism. (Not to be confused with the the infamous "Mäusebunker/ Mice bunker" by Hänska 
located on the same campus). It is abandoned, but has a lot of magic gates there (including some 
adjustable ones), so it is used as kind of interdimensional station by interdimensional travellers. 
There are chances to meet people there, but there are no steady inhabitants. The large building 
contains an abandoned comic-shop and a bar, frequently used by gatherings. In the main hall is a 
smaller building that looks like a road restaurant. This is the very centre of the hotspot, containing 
the different magic gates. Most interdimensional travellers wont bother to leave that building, a few 
might leave it and explore the outer larger building and it's areal. Skilled magicians might spot a 
Suuronen Futuro house on the top of the roof, that is concealed by a magic illusion. There's no 
access to it. In fact it is the meeting place of the "Sector Futuro Group", a convention of  mighty 
more or less sinister Wizards. 

4. Different worlds
It is unlikely that many characters will ever visit this worlds, but their existence might be known to 
wizards or readers of the Eldritch Equinox. Some of the worlds here haven't shown up in the comic 
yet, but might be mentioned or even be shown in later episodes.

4a. Das Gebiet und der Bezirk
A number of dimensional gates, including the one in the Fettige Katze at Gernsbeck, lead into the 
subterranean world of the Gebiet. It is a labyrinth of halls and tunnels, some natural, some build in 
different styles and material. The place has been build long ago and shows some decay, some 
tunnels have collapsed. Their are machines of different eras, some can be identified, others no. 
There are parts that have electric light and running water. Many interdimensional travellers come 
her because of the many gates that leave to other worlds, other, including people climbing down 
from the surface of this planet, are seeking for drugs and debauchery without limits. It's a dangerous
place for newbies, but experienced travellers can pass safely.
Deep below the populated areas of the Gebiet is a place full of dead, dusty corridors and abandoned 
halls known as the Bezirk. It's existence is known, but very people try to find this abandoned place. 
The Bezirk is completely dead except a certain hall that contains some cosmic horror. This hall 
sends out synergetic vibrations that may lure visitors to enter, but very few are able too leave again 
sane.  In front of this hall is a working computer terminal that understands most languages and 
stores a lot of information.

4.b. Oblivion's Gate
Ariane and Vincent Whateley spend a lo of time on this world, among a number of rock musicians 
that got there by accident. The world is shaped by a war between two cultures that both vanished 
with only a few survivors after  a final battle involving a magic super weapon.
There are several areas of interest. There are the wastelands, eerie deserts with crippled black trees, 
acid ponds and a red sky and grey floor, that changes to red while the sky turns grey during night. 
There are some eerie creatures in the wasteland, ghostlike, pale nude humans who have lost their 
minds, and monsters of different kinds. There is the city called Oblivion's Gate, the last remaining 
city left from the lost civilisation of the Malthusians. A few descendants of the Malthusians live 
here, among with some stranded rock musician that got there as certain faulty effect units like the 
Orpheus pedal triggered a dimensional gate to this world by accident. There's still electricity and a 
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working oilfield. The city, with beautiful buildings, is surrounded by mountains, populated by tribes
of the hostile Salars, the descendants of their old opponent. Very high in the mountain is a 
settlement of ice giants. A former highway, the Bifröst Highway, leads to the ghost city Endkampf. 
Endkampf is partly destroyed, partly conserved by magic fallout. Ethel Meyerlinkh, the harpy, was 
a former inhabitant of the city, transformed by the magic effect, but she lost all memory of her life 
before during the process. Beyond Endkampf, there are forests an nature, and the Diesel-Land with 
it's capital, Walhalla Overdrive. It is a kind of viking society that uses technology of the mid-
twenties century. Not far from there is the active Hotspot Schnittstelle 23.

4.c. Shayol II
Ariane visited the strange world of Shayol II in the "Reformation School Tour". The gate leads to a 
giant system of golden illuminated caves full of beautiful crystals, but there are holes that lead too 
giant, endless pits filled with a mass of dis-formed human bodies grown into a nightmarish, huge 
organism.  Soon after arrival the inhabitants of the world, cloaked, 10 feet tall creatures with claws 
and tentacles will contact you. This is a place where you can get all kind of medical drugs, 
including vaccines. They are sold to almost any kind of currency with a warning never to try to 
resell or analyse this drugs. After the purchase you are expected to leave and no one will ever resist 
this order.

4.d. Ringkern add map
Ringkern is a diorama world mostly visited by academic mages, as it offers a lot of knowledge and 
information, but no leisure. 
Visitors arrive in a a large and round hall with no windows, but seven large doors. In the centre of 
the hall are a number of adjustable two-way gates, but they are coded, so only the personnel can 
activate them. All guest are required to wear wide, dark and hooded cloaks that cover the face and 
body, so it is not possible for a visitor to tell who is personnel or not, as they are all dressed the 
same. The personnel are able to recognize visitors and address them.
The seven portals lead to an industrial Museum (1) , into a room full of maps and models of all 
known active and passive Hotspots (2), into a room containing a complete collection of all records 
listed on the Oak Collection (3, see the glossary), into a large library (4), called the Nerolibrary, as a
black era contains all important works about interdimensional magic, into the facilities (5), into a 
room filled with three dimensional maps of popular connected gates (6), and finally the Pit Of 
Oblivion (7). The latter is an almost bottomless round pit in which people are thrown who try to 
steal anything or do attack or threat the personnel, but this hardly happens. As there are no places to 
get any food (at least there are toilets), nobody is willing to stay to long here.

4.e. Tranquillity 
Another diorama world, popular with interdimensional visitors. It is a good and safe place to find a 
transfer into another world. It is one of several worlds with the eerie Radziwill-lighting (see 
glossary,) that enhance the strange, monotone beauty of the landscape. 
There's a motionless black sea along a coast of lead-grey, coarse sand, lined with soft hills covered 
with small tufts of black grass. Opposite of the shore are low, but unbreachable anthracite coloured 
mountains blocking the sight. Between the mountains and the shore runs a narrow, endless street 
made from light-grey asphalt. There are no cities or even villages, just some single, small late-
modern functional buildings line the road now and then, sometimes including filling stations with 
free self-service. The small, grey buildings usually contain stairs leading down into a subterranean 
gallery of different shops, illuminated by warm neon light. The personnel in the shops is polite, but 
wont answer any questions about this world instead of the obvious. Besides shops, there are some 
Interzone Banks and cabins with interdimensional gates to different worlds. There's an official shop 
for Leymann & Hartbold, so it is rumored they also produce in this world.
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 Finding a ride in the world is easy, at distances of some kilometres you may find a beige coloured 
car parked beside the road with unremovable ignition keys. Common models are  VW Typ 1 Beetle 
Ovali, Opel C Rekord, Opel B-Kadett, VW T2 buses, Ford Taunus and a few more.

4.f. Rothorst
Rothorst is one of many diorama world that origin and history is completely unknown, but seems to
be made as practical transfer for interdimensional travellers. Places like this are often used as 
argument for a lost interdimensional civilisation that created his locations and isolated them from 
their home world. Although this sounds convincing, it is pure speculation. Rothorst is not just a 
place that offers a number of interdimensional gates; it is also beautiful. An area of estimated 20 x 2
km, it is a forest inside of a huge hall with a hardly visible, structured roof. The whole place is 
illuminated in soft golden light, the trees are very high, with a smooth, red birch, while the ground 
is covered in a thick layer of soft, copper coloured leaves. The trees have been compared to 
eucalyptus mallets, but can't be classified precisely. The hall end in high brick walls, their partly 
covered by three stores tall wood buildings that contain a number of dimensional gates.

4.g. Stasis Desolation 
This haunting world is an example of the so called attic worlds. It consist of two very different 
levels. The lower level is reached through a bizarre gate shaped like a human skull with a diameter 
of 1,20 meter. The interdimensional traveller climbs out through a hole in the skull top. This level of
the world is huge hall with a high, black ceiling, while floor and walls are covered in a very thick, 
soft dark-red carpet. This area is sometimes used for duels; bodies left behind dissolve soon without
any truth. Close to the wall, there is a concealed shaft that contains a ladder, leading in some empty 
abandoned corridors that end in a stairway to the surface of the world. The surface is indeed the 
"attic world". It seems to be a friendly, almost a bit dull  middle-European landscape. The stairs 
ends on an empty street with a line of large abandoned brick houses that look like storehouses or 
industrial buildings of the 19th century. Their desolate, but not ruins, some windows may be 
broken, but that's all. There are some vague, hostile vibes coming from these houses. Nevertheless, 
these are attics were interdimensional travellers store, or rather hide, their goods. Entering this 
buildings is extremely dangerous unless you are a wizard that can detect the hostile things inside.  
Sometimes, you may see them lurking behind the windows from outside, only visible as shadows, 
nobody really know what they are, but they kill people in an unknown way; there's no blood, the 
bodies of the dead disappear after they had contact with the shadowy entities. It only takes a short 
time unless they arrive, enough time to pick up your crates or bags or put them down, but never 
enough time to search and  browse the buildings for other people's possessions. A safe place to hide 
your treasures. Some people try to explore this world.  There seem to be endless small towns that 
look like European cities of the second half of the 20th century. They are completely abandoned. 
There are no bodies, no damage or signs of war or violence, all items have been left behind. 
Nevertheless, no interdimensional traveller tries to hide his possession in this dead cities or even 
tries to search them for any valuables. First, the risk getting lost in this extremely repetitive 
settlements is high, but much worse is the rising feeling of  depression and tension. Entering any of 
these houses is almost unbearable, even if there is no visual threat or danger. All explorers so far 
have returned after a few kilometres as they couldn't stand the unexplainable tension of threat and 
despair.

4.h. Turmkraft 
A diorama world with access to a number of dimensional gates that is  popular because of it's pre-
industrial look, as most diorama worlds are stuck in a late modern design.
The arrival place is a huge vault built from large yellowish-brown sandstone, illuminated by dim, 
warm light. There are two opposite gates with a large, square portal, both are adjustable one-way 
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gates, one exit and one entrance.  Tunnels, lined with tiny cells, closed with rusty iron gratings give 
the place an eerie resemblance of dungeon, but the former use of the huge tunnel system is 
unknown. It's obviously built on a sloping terrain, as there are low stairs and ramps all the way. 
There is a large number of people around, many of them are not travellers, but local people, as this 
is a multidimensional society. Signs and helpful people lead into huge subterranean corridors that 
contain Interzone Banks, snack bars, shops and wooden stairs into the large towers. The corridors 
itself remind of huge, luxurious malls of the 20th century; there's a relaxed, somehow nostalgic 
atmosphere. The large towers, so far there are eleven of them, are quite spectacular itself. The 
wooden stairs en on a round place of tamped clay soil with a diameter of about 20 meters. The place
is inside a ring-wall built in dark grey rubble masonry with an estimated height of 80 meters. A 
twisted stairway runs along the wall, which has a lot of doors and alcoves, leading into an almost 
chaotic system of rooms, corridors, stairways and platforms. Rooms and apartment can be rented 
here, and many local people live in the huge towers. The twisted stairway inside of the stone 
cylinder leads into the upper level of the tower, that is a gigantic, rectangular hall. The huge hall is 
filled with a nightmare of flimsy looking wooden stairs, wooden platforms and small suspension 
bridges, all woven into each other, only secured by hemp ropes and thin beams and planks. The 
purpose of the hall isn't really clear. At the top is a large wooden platform that contains many large 
tables, splattered with books, magazines and handwritten papers and people browsing in them. Even
more interesting here are the first windows to be seen, a gallery of class allowing to look down on 
the surface of this world. It is a friendly, open landscape, with a number of large trees, bushes and 
singular buildings, ominous wooden structures and some cars parked between them. In the distance 
seems to be a large scrapyard with a huge pile of rusty vehicles. It has been assumed that this place 
might be located on the world 70premium, but the local people don't give any information about 
that, and there seems to be no way for visitors to leave either the vaults, corridors or towers.

4.i. Pair'o'Dice9 aka PoD9 aka The Third Colony 
Nobody seems to know why PoD9 is also known as Third Colony. Located in an alternate reality, 
PoD9 is a FringeWorld on the edge of known space situated at a Nexus point of Primal Forces, 
Intersecting Realities and Fractured Space/Time. Founded by gamblers & criminals, it is a world of 
unparalleled opportunities and dangers. Despite living underground on the edge of civilization, 
PoD9 hosts a thriving economy and culture, with links to the CoreWorlds and beyond.
Although set remotely on the Fringe, significant beings from many realms seem drawn to it.
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5. Maps
 5.a. Alpha-Ralpha-Ring
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 5.b. Floor plan TOBT Bar and Theatre
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5c. Anvil Flats
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 5.d. Autumn Bay
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 5.e. Farrell's Row 

 5.f. The Red Caravan
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 5.g. The Buranda-Kogana-Macrobiana Region 
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5.h. The Lake Eerie Teenage Wasteland Trailer Park
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VI. The Ariane Eldar Info Pack
1. Description
Age (as appearing): 21
Height: about 5'3 (or rather a bit less, to be correct)
Weight: around 89-90 lbs 
Measurements: 33-22-33
Bra size: 32 B
Taint: very pale
Eyes: Black. Her iris is quite small and so black that it can't be told apart from her pupil.
Hair: Jet black. Her hair is very long (below her knees) and extremely dense, too. It is slightly wavy
and she prepares it with a secret witches tincture that keeps it from dangling up and makes it non-
flammable too, so she can't burn it by accident. (She uses special witches make-up, too, that only 
has to be refreshed after some weeks.)
Ethnicity: In fact she belongs to an unknown, probably extinct species, so her ethnic type is hard to 
define. She is definitely not Asian or Eurasian, nor Nordic, neither east-European and not really 
Mediterranean either. Her features are often compared to Greek women, with a hint of Persian and 
Hindi features. People not aware of the fantasy tribes are rather puzzled by her pointed, elfish ears.  
She also has pointed canines. Not as extreme as movie vampires, but still noticeable.
Modifications: She has no tattoos, but piercings in her navel and ears.

2. Physical anomalies
She is totally unaging, as she had an overdose of an age slowing drug that is normally lethal, but the
faceless god saved her. She also has  an extreme effective immune system, as she is hardly affected 
by illnesses or infections, and injuries heal very well even if she uses no healing magic.
Ariane is fully affected by drugs and can overdose, but they leave no permanent damage. So she has
a hangover after heavy drinking and might be sick for a day, but her liver is in best condition. 
Despite her very fragile nature, she is very agile and endurable. She's very flexible, too, doing  
contorsionism acts on stage.

3. Biography
(More details are in the behind the scenes paperback.)
Youth: Ariane was born in the early European iron age in a secret subterranean realm in a remote 
area of Wales. Her people belonged to the last survivors of an ancient species that is unknown to 
science (almost, some disputed scientist named them Homo Antekis) and responsible for legends 
about  elves. She belonged to a good family of potent wizards and witches, that were among the 
privileged that got a drug slowing the age process in an initiation rite.  Ariane was denied the 
initiation at age of 21 for her "low moral standards". Her offences also  included searching contact 
to humans and rebellion against traditions. Being hated and often treated cruelly by her own mother,
Ariane got a bit too close to her father for getting his support, adding to her offences. Ariane broke 
into the sanctum one night and helped herself to the drug, getting an overdose which completely 
stopped the ageing process, but would have killed her. The faceless god aka N appeared, saved her 
life and helped her escape from the wrath of her own people, but demanded her loyalty.
Ariane found human settlers and lived with them. She was adored by the men and hated by the 
woman, most of them blonde and taller and stronger then her. She was regularly abused and bullied 
by them and several times almost killed, only saved by some men in the last moment.
The interdimsional escape: Ariane fled from the spreading Christian terror in the medieval time to 
other universes as soon as she perfected the location and use of dimensional gates. She lived mostly 
in sword and sorcery worlds then.
The modern sensation: Ariane returned to "our" earth in the modern age (19th century) and 
instantly grew fond of the luxury, freedom and mobility that industrial technology offered. She 
perfected her typical outfit in that time; the hairdo, the makeup, the doom vamp clothing style and 
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finally high plateau heels.
In the 1950ies she heard for the first time rock music and was blown away, and got addicted to that 
sound.
During the space age (mid sixties to early seventies) she was still an outcast, but felt for the first 
time in her life accepted in the underground counterculture with it's tolerance of drugs, occultism, 
sexual freedom and individualism. In 1969 she joined the Bad Moon Club, a desolate house with an
adjustable dimensional gate in the cellar. She kept living in London, working in Soho nightclubs, 
having affairs and support both by conservative men and members of the beautiful people, still 
doing interdimensional travels from time to time (often obliged to the faceless god).
Postmodern blues: With the end of swinging London and the underground-counterculture, she's 
struggling to find a new place and home with little success.

4. Clothing style
Some superficial watchers might mistake her for a goth. In fact, she has found just the style between
preraffaelite witch and silent era vamp that many goth girls would like to have, but almost never 
achieve. She always wears permanent (secret witches recipe) heavy black eye makeup and dark red 
lipstick with a thin black outline, sometimes she adds some Grey eyelash. She wears her enormous 
mass of hair parted in a way it only reveals her left pointed ear.
She has many different clothes, but they are all black and nearly always expose her bare left 
shoulder. Her dresses and skirts are usually maxi length down to her ankles or even below, and she 
is devoted to hobble skirts. Another kinky feature is a black leather dog collar she wears most time, 
even in situations where she is nude. She wears a lot of jewellery, often a dozen bracelets or more, 
made of silver, alpacar, white metal or glass, but never gold. Her preference in jewellery is art 
nouveau and jugendstil, also some victorian, edwardian and art deco. Often she has a stole, net 
cape, veil or other exotic garment added to her wardrobe. Most of her boots, shoes or sandals have 
high-heels, some stiletto, some plateau. 

5. Ethics and personality
Some people think Ariane has no morale or ethic standards. This is not true. She is selfish, but she 
grew up as stranger and fragile girl in a brutal, often hostile world. Her often selfish behaviour is 
self protection. While she is indifferent to most people and hostile or even cruel to enemies, she is 
loyal to the few people she defines as friends, she might even take great risqué to protect them. 
Making things more difficult, she is also sentimental and rather irrational. She hates children but 
loves little Cleo (Cryptida) and might even risqué her life to save her, just because Cleo comforted 
Ariane as she found her crying on the pavement, not knowing whom she was. 
Ariane kicks Ritchie around, but broke down in tears as she thought he got overrun by a truck. She 
might attack someone in a tantrum, but will forgive him or her an hour later; maybe she will even 
apologize in tears.
Sometimes she solidarizes with people unexpectedly, if she things someone does get treated wrong. 
On the other hand, she might act cruel, or watch somebody die without showing any remorse. 
Ariane was born and raised in a pre-modern world – let's not forget that the human rights arrived as 
late as the late 18th century, and it took almost a century to install them in the modern western 
world, and they are not even accepted yet in many cultures yet. Rationalism is an achievement of 
the modern age, too, coming along with human rights, animal welfare and social justice.  The 
inventors of those were influenced by the Greek philosophers, but only a few privileged 
intellectuals had heard about this ideas before the rise of mass media in the modern age (19th 
century).
Ariane is anachronistic, but not much more then other people raised in traditional societies; but she 
has seen a lot more different things and worlds and is less limited in her reactions. Still, she is very 
much affected by her emotions and moods. She might scream, cry, throw things at people, kick their
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shins, or even stab them in a frenzy, but she would not have them murdered for "wrong beliefs".

6. What Ariane thinks of some religions
Christians: "Stupid, prude, bigot, hypocrite bollocks. Tried to kill me many times and killed many-
many witches."
Islam: "They try to be even worse then the Christians and succeeded."
Wicca: "Pffffft, most of them are vegan wannabe witches afraid of black magic and incompetent in 
all magic."
Satanism  (Left hand, La Veyan, Thelemists): "I don't share their believes, but I love to go to their 
parties. Some great lovers there."
Neo-pagan: "Some sexy-sexy guys there."
Buddhism: "Lame vegan religion full of silly-silly proverbs."
Hinduism: "Some sexy-sexy stuff, but awkward men."
Judaism: "Cool-cool magic, but too moralistic and restrictive."

7. Political views
Ariane isn't a political person for obvious reasons. She has seen all kind of politic systems in 
different worlds, and had good and bad times in all of them. And she never cared for the welfare of 
society or the common public, as she was busy saving her own life. She dislikes people for being ill 
mannered and rude, not because she has a deeper understanding of their politic background. To be 
sure, Ariane isn't anyhow racist or homophobic. But she gets very offensive if she dislikes 
somebody and will use every insult or slur that is effective in a fight. ("Everything is allowed in 
war.")

8. Magic powers
Her magic powers are completely dependent on the setting of the world she is in. She is a decent 
and dangerous witch in a magic setting (e.g. sword and sorcery worlds,) although her potential 
powers are limited by her undisciplined lifestyle. If she would learn more magic instead of hanging 
around in bars, she could be one of the mightiest witches you can find. Still, her magic powers are 
above average though. 

9. Ariane and the flokatiheads
Ariane hates female blondes, despite finding blonde men very attractive. One reason are her bad 
experiences when she first met humans; the blonde women treated her badly, seeing her as the 
intruding, evil witch, only there to corrupt their men. So she got insulted, threaten and physically 
abused – for example she was stripped and thrown in the stinging nettles, another time almost 
drowned at the river as she tried to wash her clothes.
During her times in sword and sorcery worlds, blond valkyries, enemies of the witches, attacked 
and pursued her.
Even in modern and postmodern times, many of her female enemies were blondes; jealous wife or 
colleagues, officials, wardens, etc.
Seeing the first flokati rugs in the 1960ies, Ariane started to call female blondes "flokatiheads". 
Strangely enough, she's befriended with Jinx Dawson, the blonde witch and singer of Coven.

10. Sexual orientation and preferences
Ariane is straight, but did engage in some lesbian actions on stage and private, but usually as a 
submissive for a dominant woman. Contrary to her attitude, many of these dommes were blondes.
Ariane loves receiving bondage and punishments, but not from everyone.  
She makes no attempt to hide her promiscuity, but in her own words:
"Being promiscuous doesn't mean I bolty-bolt with everybody. I only bolty-bolt with everyone I 
want to."
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So she had countless lovers, some chosen with passion and some even beloved, others more for 
pragmatic reasons (sugar daddies, debts, etc.) But even promiscuous, she only accepts lovers that 
match her preferences. She prefers tall white men; those who do not fall into this category have no 
chance to get into her pants. (This isn't racism or heightism, unless you would deny her right of 
choosing her own preferences for lovers.) She has some more preferences that are less essential, but
increase chances.  She loves men with long hair, best white and silvery Grey, although she likes 
(male) blondes and black hair as much, but will accept other colours or short hair, too. She prefers 
her men either clean shaven or with a full beard. She also has a weakness for eye patches. Age wise,
she has a thing for elder men, her favourite age is 50 – 60, although she likes both older and 
younger men. Her love for extremes and risky things results in a large number of criminals, 
mobsters, psychopaths, cultists and even monsters in her lover history. She has an intimate relation 
the N, the faceless god, too.

11. Drug addiction
Ariane isn't physically addicted, as drugs have no long term effect on her health. But she keeps 
taking drugs of all kinds, looking for sensation and relief. Overdoses can theoretically kill her, but 
she survived even the worst ones so far.

12. Fear of spiders
It seems strange that a somehow immortal witch who hangs around with villains, monsters, demons 
and eldritch abominations is afraid of a rather common and (usually) harmless creature like a spider.
Ariane was the only child in her tribe afraid of spiders and often ridiculed for it. At the age of 9, she 
was put in a narrow, 8 feet deep pit as punishment by her parents for disobeying again. She would 
not get any food or water until she said that's she's a bad girl and will do as she is told, but Ariane 
resisted. After 10 hours, her unnerved mother told Ariane she would throw down large scary spiders
on her if she didn't submit, and little Ariane broke down and did as she was told, but planned to run 
away one day.

13. Languages she speaks
-  Dungelvon (native speaker) This language is totally unknown outside it's (probably extinct) 
culture for obvious reasons. So we never know Ariane's original name, as she wont tell. She picked 
the name Ariane as it sounded somehow similar to her real name.
- English (good)
- German (good)
- Czech (a bit)
- Romanian (a bit)
- Latin (a bit)

Although speaking a lot of languages, Ariane speaks with a strange, strong accent that sound like 
femme-fatale-English. It isn't a russian accent, but sounds somehow easteuropean, although the 
language can't be identified. There's also a similarity to a Greek accent.

14. Some other skills
- expert dancer, including ballet, dance apache, modern dance, pole- and aerial dance.
- plays harp (novice)
- sowing (expert, as she makes some of her dresses herself)
- skating and roller-skating
- mixing poison (expert)
- pocket picking (expert)
- basic medical skills
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- gymnastics (expert)

15. Shoplifting
Ariane has the habit of stealing things, calling it "finding away". She will not steal things of any 
personal value from friends or any person she would feel sorry for. So she might pick a few bills 
from sugar daddy's wallet, but not the favourite teapot of his granny.

16. Some of the many celebrities and famous fictional characters that Ariane met
The includes her including lovers. Her closer friends like Ritchie, Suttung, Musikmaschinist, N, 
Uncle Greedy, Medusa Tanis Bava and the Red String are described in "II. Who-is-who- Important 
characters in the shared world"
- Aleister Crowley (lover)
- Alex (clockwork orange) 
- Alex Saunders
- Alexis Korner
- Alice Cooper (lover)
- Andy Warhol
- Anton Lavey
- Arthur Brown
- Bob Dylan
- "Bonzo" Jon Bonham, (Led Zeppelin, lover)
- Booji Boy (Devo) 
- Butler Parker (from the television serial)
- Cagliostro 
- Captain Hook  (lover)
- Catweazle
- Charles Manson
- Charles Wilp
- Che Guevara
- Christian Vander (Magma)
- Count Zaroff (lover)
- Cousin Kevin
- David Harker (Poobah)
- Dealer McDope (lover)
- Dick Tracy (arrested her once)
- Doctor Who "First Doctor" (William Hartnell)
- Don Vliet (Captain Beefheart)
- Dorian Grey (lover)
- Dracula
- Edgar Froese (Tangerine Dream)
- Edgar Varese
- Elenora Duse
- Fantomas ( Berger's interpretation, lover)
- Fantomas ( Feuillade's interpretation)
- Fantomas (Marais' interpretation)
- Fleure (Torrant comic)
- Frankenstein monster (Karloff interpretation)
- Frank N Furter
- Freak Brothers 
- Freddy Mercury (Queen)
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- Gemini man (1976 television serial, lover)
- George Kelly (Poobah, potential lover)
- Golem (Paul Wegener interpretation)
- Grace Slick (Jefferson Airplane)
- Greg Lake (Jefferson Airplane)
- Gregor McMathers
- Helena Blatavsky
- Isodora Duncan
- Jack the Ripper
- Jane Mansfield (Only short. Ariane hitched a ride and survived the crash, falling on Jane's dog. 
Ariane salvaged the 8-track from the wrecked Cadillac.)
- Janis Joplin
- Jason King (lover)
- Jim Gustafson (Poobah, potential lover)
- Jim Morrison (Doors, lover)
- Jimmy Page (Led Zeppelin, lover)
- Jinx Dawson
- John Entwistle  (The Who)
- John Kay (Steppenwolf)
- John Lennon (Beatles)
- John Steed and Emma Peel (Diana Rigg, not the later lame imitators)
- Johnny Winter (lover)
- Joseph Curwen (Vincent Price's interpretation, lover)
- Judex (Feuillade)
- Keith Emerson (The Nice, ELP)
- Keith Moon  (The Who)
- Kenny Watt (Poobah)
- Kevin McIllaine (Poobah)
- Lord Brett Sinclair and Danny Wilde (Persuaders) 
- Lori Powers (Poobah)
- Louise Fuller
- Louise Hübner
- Madam Black (Do Not Adjust Your Set)
- Mandrake
- Marquis de Sade (lover)
- Marsha Hunt
- Mary Wigman
- Meatloaf
- Melmoth The Wanderer
- Merlin
- Michael Fortino (Poobah, lover)
- Minotaurus (lover)
- Moondog (composer)
- Moondog (comic character)
- Mortica Addams
- Moshe Dajan
- Mr. Natural
- Musidora
- Mysterious Pete and his hound (Kin-der-Kids)
- Nero Wolfe (Conrad interpretation)
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- Nick Knatterton
- Number Six aka John Drake from the original Prisoner
- Nyarlathothep (as Mr. Faceless)
- Owsley Stanley III
- Paul Drake (lover)
- Paul Kantner (Jefferson Airplane)
- Perry Mason
- Pete Townshend (The Who)
- Peter Gunn
- Peter Hecht (Lucifer's Friend, Electric Food)
- Phantom of the Opera ( Lon Chaney's interpretation)
- Phantom of Paradise (lover)
- Phileas Fogg
- Phoebe Zeitgeist
- Pink (The Wall)
- Prof. Moriati 
- Pygar (Barbarella)
- Rasputin (lover)
- Robert Plant (Led Zeppelin)
- Roger Daltrey (The Who)
- Roger Waters (Pink Floyd)
- Roky Erickson (13th Floor Elevators)
- Roland Kirk
- Roman Polanski
- Ronnie Montrose
- Saint-German
- Sharon Tate (Ariane hated her a lot.)
- Sonny Barger (lover)
- Springheel Jack
- St. Nic of Detroit (lover)
- Tarzan
- Timothy Leary
- Tony Newman and Doug Phillips (Time Tunnel)
- Tsarkias (comic character of Vas Littlecrow, he was lover and supporter)
- Uncle Fester (Jackie Coogan interpretation, of course)
- Uri Geller
- Valentina (Crepax)
- Vampira
- Vampirella
- Vincent Crane (Atomic Rooster)
- Wilbur Whateley
- Ziggi Stardust
- and many more.

17. Ariane's favourite car makes and music genres
In the order they are Jaguar (no model later then Type E or the XJS) , Armstrong-Siddely and Rolls-
Royce. Generally the classic British limousine, although luxury limousines from the 120ies to early 
seventies. Some of her favourite models are the Tatra 87, ZIS 111, Jaguar S, Jaguar mkII, Jaguar 3.5
Litre, Armstrong-Siddeley Sapphire, Bentley Mark VI, AC 2 Litre, Alvis 3 Litre, Humber Pullmann.
Here favourite music genres are protodoom, Garage Rock, Heavy Psych, Kraut. She also listens 
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original rock'n roll, but dislikes mainstream pop and totally hates techno, and hates even more hip 
hop and rap. Bands and performers she hates most include Madonna, Britney Spears, Abba, 
Rammstein, Prince and Michael Jackson.

18. Songs that Ariane sung on stage
Bedemon: Child Of Darkness
Boulder Damn: Dead Meat
Joan Baez: Rejoice In The Sun
Clear Light: Streetsinger
Alice Cooper: I'm Eighteen
Curved Air: Backstreet Luv
Bob Dylan: It's All Over Now, Baby Blue
Electric Prunes: Get Me To The World On Time
Roky Erickson & Bleib Alien: Twoheaded Dog
Fantasy: Wages Of Sin
Genesis: The Knife
Louise Huebner - Orgies a Tool of Witchcraft
Jefferson Airplane: Silver Spoon
Kinks: Shangri-La
Monkees: Not Your Stepping Stone
Nico/ Velvet Underground: All Tomorrow Parties
Caroleanne Pegg: Winter People
Ramases: Life Child
The Seeds: Pushing Too Hard
Shangri-Las: Leader Of The Pack
Shangri-Las: Remember
Sonics: Strychnine
Steeleye Span: Come Ye Oér Drae France
Stooges: Dirt
Stooges: 1970
Stooges: No Fun
Tomorrow's Gift - Prayin' to Satan
Ruth White: Litanies of Satan (Background, in a duet with another singer)
The Who: Pot pourri of Quadrophenia

19. Favourite songs for dancing
For pole dance, Roky Erickson: Twoheaded Dog
For just dancing away at the dance floor:
- Dust: Suicide
- Iron Butterfly: In-A-Gadda_Da-Vida
- Poobah: Booleen
- Gila: The Buffalo Are Coming
- Please: Seaweed
- Rarebird: As Your Mind Flies By
- UFO: Coming Of Prince Kajuku
- Focus: Hocus Pocus
- Wicked Lady: Warcloud
- Seeds: Pushing Too Hard
- Leviathan: Angel Of Death
- Sonics: Strychnine
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And for slow, endless drug induced trance dancing:
- Kalacakra: Naerby Shivas 
- Godz: Permanent Green Light
- Can: Mother Sky
For cultistic dancing:
- Bobby Beausoleil & The Freedom Orchestra: Lucifer Rising Part I 
- Comus: Diana

20. Costumes that Ariane wears for shows or private entertainment
Most popular are nurse, French maid and cat. (Ariane has mixed feelings of the cat costume, due to 
some bad experiences.) Others are naughty nun, (catholic) schoolgirl uniform, little red riding hood,
flower virgin, army girl, doom fairy (dragonfly wings, black tutu, fishnet stockings), death butterfly 
(huge butterfly wings, long soft dress, antennas), biker girl (leather catsuit, Richthofen goggles, 
sometimes helmet), ABC costume (gas mask with rubber hose for the hair, latex catsuit), Mexican 
girl, traditional Spanish lady, dark angel (long black sheer dress over lingerie, black feather wings 
and a chromed loop as halo) and others.

21. Performer career
Ariane did dancing and occasional singing in pre-industrial settings. In the 19th century she played 
as a minor actress in a few Grand Guignot acts. Also in the 19th century, she started learning classic
ballet and all other important dances. She was also introduced to dance apache and was fascinated 
by it.
In the 1920ies she appeared in some theatre acts and vaudeville shows. She met Louise Fuller, 
Elenora Duse and Mary Wigman and learned modern dance. 
In the 1950ies she did her first full striptease on stage, but was arrested and banned. She did do 
some background singing for popular 1950ies entertainment music (not rock'n roll, which was kind 
of shunned,) but hated it.
In the 1960ies she appeared in several nightclubs, but most notably in the Black  & Blue Garter 
Club run by Mr. Smutclife. After Ariane was fired by Mr. Smutclife after a stage accident, Ariane 
hired in the Tar Pit Revue, a sinister kinky underground club, which was closed later by the police.
In 1973, as the Soho nightclub scene started to die, Ariane founded  the Total Terror Theater Troup 
aka 4TMovement:, an underground touring theatre quartet specialised on extremely taboo subjects. 
(No singing or dancing, playing at private places for selected audience only.) It existed shortly and 
declared to be illegal, but the other three members died before the police ever got hands on them. 
The other female lead was murdered by one of the male actors who committed suicide as the police 
arrived, and the other actor died in a drug related car crash. 
Vaudeville Vendettas: Before Ariane founded the Theater Of  The Bloody Tongue, she founded a 
trio with two other girls that toured through Europe with a show. The other actors were black Naomi
and chubby redhead Larissa. After they were arrested on a tour through Germany for a Martin 
Luther parody, Naomi became politician in Bruxelles and Ariane and Larissa went to England were 
the joined the Theater Of The Big Punch, a mime group lead by a rich eccentric named Elric de 
Winter. After Ariane joined, it was transformed into the Theater Of The Bloody Tongue. 

22. Speaking Arianish:
Doubling of words: Ariane doubles word if she wants to emphasize something, but she only uses 
doubled words once in a sentence. So it would be either "Let's go, This place is so boring, and I'm 
thirsty-thirsty!" or: "Let's go, This place is so boring-boring, and I'm thirsty!", but not: "Let's go, 
This place is so boring-boring, and I'm thirsty-thirsty!"
Sometimes she adds an "y" or "ie"  if it fits: Girly-girl, nightie-night, etc.
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Catch phrases:
May the gods help you
Pfft
Spank me
So sorry-sorry
Shoggoth-poo
You've got the brainworms

Slang:
Bang-bang iron = Gun
Bollocks = The common people
Bollock-devotchka = Boring or stupid girl/ woman
Bolty-bolting = Sexual intercourse
Boom-boom ball = Grenade, bomb
Butty-butt = Behind
Crucifixer = Christian
Darlings = Friends and fans
Devotchka = A girl, borrowed from Clockwork Orange.
Dhole = Penis
Dhole-wrap = Preservative, condom
Diaper-maggot = A baby
Doom-devotchka = attractive, charismatic girl
Doom-vamp = Even better then doom-devotchka
Family-show-and-blah = Boring mainstream things
Finding away = stealing (only if Ariane does it, other people just steal) 
Flokatihead = A (female) blonde
Freaky-freaks = Interesting people (male)
Get-born-day = Birthday
Humpty-dumpting = ejaculating
Stop making kissy-faces = stop being nice
Mommy-daddy-connection = Parents 
Muselmaniac = Muslim
Mr. Normal = Bollock
Mr. Skin = Penis
Pushing rod = Penis
Revox-and-all = A luxury place, only good taste and high quality furniture/ equipment
Shoggoth-poo = Like a huge pile of dog-poo, just toxic. Something you want to get rid off very fast
Supporter = Sugar daddy
Vestibule = Vagina
Wafer licker = Catholic
Wussy-whimps = Soft, weak guys
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VII. TOBT magic and multiverse rules
1. The basic concept of magic
 A person, creature or machine is able to create magic actions by using and transforming magic 
energy that is provided by magic background energy. Magic is not a contradiction to the laws of 
nature, but a part of them. Magic isn't opposed to science either, but a part of science, no matter if it 
is accepted within the local culture as such or not.

2. Physics of magic
Summary: The physics of magic are not connected or depending of the skill of a magician. They 
describe the basic settings and laws of the magic system.
Each world has a natural magic background energy. The quality and quantity differs in each world. 
It can be almost non existent, or commonplace like in sword and sorcery/ D & D type of worlds. 
Even within one world, MBE isn't constant but varies locally and/or temporarily. Nevertheless, it 
can be measured and described.

MBE:  the magic background energy. 
MBE is described in level, current, balance, regeneration rate and instability range/rate.
The MBE level: describes the maximum temporarily available amount of magic energy per m³. 
The MBE current: describes the total amount of available magic energy per m³.  The MBE current
is usually much higher then a single magician could drain.
The MBE balance: describes the maximum variability of the MBE current within 10  m³ in 
percent. 
The MBE regeneration rate: describes the  amount of  time passing until a (theoretical) drained 
area has fully restored it's level.
The MBE instability range: describes the maximum variability of either level or current of a 
defined area that has ever been recorded. A instability range of zero means that the unit is perfectly 
stable.
The MBE instability rate: describes the amount of time passing from minimum to maximum of 
either level or current.

Basic physics of magic activity.
Using magic energy: Magic can either be directly transformed into a magic action, or stored by a 
magic person/creature or an artefact used as a kind of battery.
Origin and frequency: Magic can be caused by intelligent or unintelligent life, machines or natural
phenomena. The origin or cause of the magic action is often connected to a certain frequency.
Origin: 
Conscious: committed in wilful action by intelligent beings, biologic or artificial. Needs training 
and skill, maybe in connection with a ritual, spell, etc. Usual low and medium frequency, sometimes
high frequency.
Subconscious: committed wilfully and intended either by intelligent beings, unintelligent lifeforms 
or technical devices. Needs no training, only biologic or constructed ability. Usual high frequency.
Uncontrolled: caused by accident, technical malfunctions (example: Orpheus pedal), natural 
causes. All frequencies.

Frequency:
High: Petrifying (gorgon magic), magic that quickly transforms matter, fast attacks, controlling 
magic, fast magic detection, telepathy
Medium: creating and manipulating ectoplasm, illusion magic, analytic magic detection, common 
healing magic, gate magic
Low: long lasting magic effects, durable ectoplasm, body transformations, severe healing magic
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3. Magic artefacts
Stats:
The stats describing a magic artefact are type, capacity, active/ passive dynamic and function.
Type: Either Battery, Transformator or Compound.
Capacity: Amount of magic energy it can store.
Active dynamic: Amount of energy it can provide/ transform per second.
Passive dynamic: Recharging energy per second.
Function: variable, describes magic function and abilities. 

Artefacts: Type
Type: Battery. Stores magic energy uploaded by a magician or automatic device. Source for the 
energy is either natural background magic or another kind of battery. capacity: variable  active/ 
passive dynamic: variable. function: storing magic energy.
Type: Transformator. Transforms magic energy provided by battery and/or magician. capacity: 
none.  active/ passive dynamic: variable. function: variable.
Type: Compound. Combines battery and transformator in one unit.

4. Magicians
Basic physic stats:
Those stats are not connected to the skill, knowledge or theory of magic. They are just the basic 
conditions, even with a person unaware of the own magic abilities. They work for intelligent beings,
animals or sophisticated machines.

Level control (LC): The maximum current a magic user can drain and process from any source. A 
low LC doesn't allow strong magic, even if  the user is skilled.
Personal capacity (PC): The  amount of magic energy the magic user can store without any 
additional artefacts

Magicians: using magic.
Basically, a magician or magic creature/machine, transforms magic energy, either drained from a 
storage or magic background, and transforms it into any magic action. The way this is done does 
differ extremely and is usual depending on the world and its conditions, besides traditions, culture, 
etc.
The Method: The way the magic is done, or the way the magic energy is processed. This includes 
the theory, the tradition, school, and basic concept. It can be done mentally, via spoken words, 
mimic, dances, rituals, etc.
The Form: This describes what is happening and into what the magic energy is transformed. 
Ectoplasma? Fire, water, air, earth?  Illusions, hallucinations, pain, health, invisibility, levitation, 
telepathy, etc.? The form is dependant and limited by the settings of the world the magic happens in.

5. The skills
The quality of practical skill and theoretical knowledge of the individual magic user. Divided into 
science of magic and practical magic.

skills: science of magic.  The academic knowledge of the history, definitions, rituals and mechanics
of magic, etc. It is possible to study the science of magic without having any magical talent or 
ability at all, nevertheless the academic knowledge helps to learn practical magic.
skills: practical magic. The learned skill to practise magic. This involves some theory, too.

6. Magic devices
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Magic devices are not to be confused with magic artefacts Magic devices are machines, often 
electronics, that perform magic acts. Common types are blockers, batteries, detectors, diffusors, 
drainers, gate activators, splitters and transformators.
Batteries:
Batteries of different size, store MBE.

Blockers:
One of two device types to protect against magic. Heavier and more expensive then diffussors, but 
more precise and stable. They work by transforming all magic actions into a harmless wave type 
within a certain range.
Types: Contact, Stationary, Simple, Modular
Stats: Inertia, Range, Direction, Capacity
Contact: works only via skin contact. Either passive (no battery, fixed stats) or active (adjustable.)
Stationary: Only works stationary and fixed, heavy machines.
Simple: Can be moved, but works only stationary, limited combinations and variations.
Modular: Single small stationary units that can be combined in a expandable system.

Detectors:
Types: Alarm, Meter, Graph, Medical
Stats: Inertia, Range, Direction, Intensity
Alarm: turns either a switch or internal signal (acoustic, optic or magic impulse)
Meter: Measures and displays MBE values
Graph: Prints or plots MBE values
Medical: connected to a magician's body, combined with meter or graph

Diffusors:
One of two device types to protect against magic. Lighter, cheaper and often faster then blockers. 
They work by producing an interference field.
Types: Handheld, Stationary, Contact
Stats: Inertia, Range, Direction, Capacity
The anti-magic field is projected in the shape of either a cone or planar angle; a large volume causes
a weaker effect due loss of energy. Some diffusors can create a constant anti-magic area using a 
rotating antenna.  Rotating antennas are heavier and more complex, depending on construction, the 
field can be spherical, zylindric or  ellipsoid. Combinations of several antennas can create complex, 
variable shapes. The range is depending on the diameter of the rotating antenna.
 A  spherical area of  200 cm would require an antenna of  10 cm diameter. Larger antennas need 
more energy, so the maximal size is limited.  Capacity depends on the combination
 of density and rotating speed, direction and shape.  Variation of rotating speed increases the band 
wide.

Drainers:
Type: burner, raptor
Stats: Inertia, Range, Direction, capacity
Burner: A burner simply consumes the magic area in a certain range.
Raptor: A raptor drains all magic energy in a certain range and feeds it to a magic artefact of the 
battery type, so it can be stored for later use.

Gate activators: 
A device that allows a user without any magic kills  to activate a magic gate by an artificially 
created trigger signal.
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Types: simple trigger, multi trigger, adjustables, random trigger, foul activator
Simple Trigger: The activator is fixed with one gate only.
Multi trigger: The gate is linked to a choice of several gates.
Adjustables: The signal can be set for different gates by a skilled magician.
Random trigger: The signal differs, opening a random magic gate. Many random triggers are foul 
activators, too.
Foul activator: Usually deranged electronics or other devices producing an unwanted trigger signal. 
A well known example is the infamous Orpheus pedal. A faulty electronic sends the trigger signal to
open an exit to Oblivion's gate, since known as an abductor portal.

Splitters: 
Splitters are used in combination with blockers, diffussors or drainers. They can seperate different 
types of magic or users. For example they might help a magician to perform magic while being 
protected by a drainer. Most splitters must be carefully fine-tuned to work with a certain device.

Transformators: 
Machines that transform magic energy into physical energy.
Types: Thermic, Optical, Acoustic, Electric, Kinetic. Ectoplasmatic.

A list of famous manufacturers is found at "III.2.f. Manufacturers of magic devices and their 
products." For more details about magic, read out the glossary.
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VIII. The Eldar-Aesir Classification Of Interdimensional Travelling

1. Gates
Gates aka portals are interdimensional „wormholes“, allowing to travel between different 
dimensions or parallel worlds. They are not to be confused with teleporters of any kind. 
The mode defines if a portal is fixed or if it can be modified by a skilled user. Adjustable gates can 
be set to different dimensions or directions, although the number of settings is limited.
The type tells if the gate is an exit, entrance or works in two directions. Only two-way gates allow 
returning through the same gate. 
The durability defines how long a gate will exist. Permanent gates seem to have no limit of 
existence, while limited gates will dissolve after period of time. One-Shot gates only last for one 
use. The accessibility depends on the conditions to use the gate. A passive gate, the most common 
type, has to be activated by an user and will deactivate after it's user has passed through it. Even if 
the user does not pass through it, it will deactivate after some time. The very rare active gates are 
always active and fixed. They are the only ones that can be used by guests without the aid of an 
user. Secured gates need some code, ritual or item to be activated. Temporary-Passive gates can 
only be activated in certain times, while temporary-active gates will activate and deactivate 
themself after a certain time pattern. The visibility describes the visual appearance of a gate. Many 
gates are connected with an physical structure like an door or alcove, others are hidden and have to 
be detected by a skilled user if not activated. Activated gates are visible, so that permanent active 
gates will be permanently visible if not concealed by some cover. The destination defines if the 
travel is diagonal or horizontal in the multiverse. Horizontal means travelling into parallel worlds 
that differ more or less from the users world, but without moving in the timeline. Diagonal means 
travelling through time as well. Travel through time within one dimension is impossible 
(paradoxon), so that the user will always end up in a parallel world of the future or past. It is also 
impossible to travel to different places in a dimension through gates – they do not work like 
teleporters. You can't use a gate to get from London to New York – unless the two cities coexist in 
two worlds.

A short summary:
Mode: Fixed  or Adjustable
Type: Exit or Entrance or Two-Way
Durability: Permanent or Limited or  One-Shot
Accessibility: Passive or Active or Secured 
Temporary-Passive or Temporary-Active
Visibility: Structure or Hidden
Destination: Diagonal or Horizontal

2. Windows
Windows are similar to gates, but they only work visually, not physically. They can be used to look 
inside a different dimension. The mode tells if the window is fixed to a certain world, time and 
place, while adjustable windows can switch between several possibilities, more or less limited.
The type is separated in one-way an two-way windows, depending if they are only capable of 
watching, or also showing the view of the spectator. A two-way-window can be used for 
communication.
The durability tells if the window can be toggled, meaning it will be either turned on or off by the 
user, or if it has to be kept open (threshold) by the user, and will collapse after that.
The appearance describes the physical aspects of the window. Sometimes it is connected to a 
physical object like a mirror, frame or screen, sometimes it just appears in the air like a hologram.
The channels tell if the window transmits pictures, sounds or both. As windows never transport 
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physical objects, all reports of such incidents relate to the rare combinations of windows and gates 
combining at the same place.
A short summary:
Mode: Fixed or Adjustable
Type: One-Way or Two-Way 
Durability: Toggle or Threshold 
Appearance: Projection or Object 
Channels: Audio or Video or Both

3. Travellers
Travellers are all kind of beings (not only humans) that use gates. Creators are hypothetical, as it is 
assumed that gates were artificially created by some intelligent beings, but not even the most 
experienced users ever met a creator., nor is any validated information about any creator known. 
Users are people that are skilled to use gates, so that they are at least skilled to activate a passive 
gates. Many users have more skills, for example hosting guests. These are people who have no 
skills for using gates, but can pass through them as long they are activated. There are autonomous 
users, who have magic to perform the necessary skills by their own, and dependant users, who need 
some device, be it technical or magical, to do the same. Users are ranked by the number of their 
skills, ranging from R2 to R10. 
Doubles are persons that coexist in several dimensions, sharing the same personality, appearance 
and skills, just adapted to their own world. Doubles are quite common, but usually not aware of 
their doubles, and it is extremely unlikely that they'll ever meet.

The types of travellers are: Creators Users Guests Doubles

4. Skills
The skills are known as activating, creating, deactivate, detecting, hosting, locating, mapping, 
setting and using. Activating will activate a passive gate, the basic skill for every user, while 
deactivating an active gate is a skill not generally known among users. Creating is skill to create a 
new gate, but this skill is extremely rare. In most cases the alleged "creating" is in fact reactivating 
an unknown or forgotten deactivated gate that already existed. Detecting allows to find a hidden 
gate at close range, while locating will give the direction of a gate over long distance. Mapping is a
ritual allowing to enter a space where connections and directions of gates can be observed. Without 
this skill it is impossible to tell where an unknown gate will lead you. It can be compared to the map
and timetables of the railway. Setting is the skill necessary to modify the direction of an adjustable 
gate. Using is no real skill, just the ability to go through an activated gate. Anybody could do this, 
but as a standard gate will close shortly after the user who activated it will go through it, so it might 
just close before your nose. User that own the skill of hosting can delay the closing for guests they 
„hosted“. Screening enables to open, close or use windows. Bending and picking are skills related 
to active hotspots. Bending means that an user can use an active hotspot like a gate to the connected
places. For taking persons from an active hotspot along into another dimension then their origin, an 
user needs the skill "picking".

Short list of skills: Activating Bending Creating Detecting Hosting 
Locating Mapping Picking Screening Setting Using

5. Hotspots
Hotspots are either interiors, buildings, landscapes or places of any kind that coexist in different 
worlds or dimensions. Passive hotspots are just coexisting, meaning that almost identical or at least 
similar places appear in often very different dimension, for example the Eiffel towers found in 
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different cities, deserts, swamps, etc. There is not direct interaction between passive hotspots, 
although there are often portals in close range. A theory says that they are former active hotspots, 
places that actually merge between different dimensions. This means they act like being surrounded 
by a two-way portal, so that people from different worlds will actual meet in an active hotspot 
without using a portal, and they will each return to their own dimension as soon they leave the 
active hotspot. Not surprising, some active hotspots will appear as kind of a club or bar.

A short summary:
Area: Interior or Building or Landscape or Other
Type: Passive or Active
Others: Fractures, Structures, Landscapes

6. Others
Fractures are areas that disappear in a dimension and reappear in an other one. Their appearance is 
often in combination with a catastrophe, creating a cross-over world of creatures and people from 
different times and parallel worlds. One of the first descriptions in fiction of a collapse of the time-
space continuum resulting in a menacing crossover-world is the story „sideways in time“ by Murray
Leinster, 1934, another one is "timestorm" by Gordon R. Dickson , 1977 .
Sometimes, single buildings or structures or a certain type of a landscape (e.g. swamp)  might 
appear in another dimension.
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IX. Appendix
1. Timeline of crossovers
TOBT: Theater Of The Bloody Tongue
APP: Ariane's Private Place
Italic: First appearance of a new character or important feature

synopsis, important events Sources, chapters:

Ariane is on stage in the Black & Blue Garter Club, the Tar Pit 
Revue and other Nightclubs in London, Soho.  Ariane also joins the 
Bad Moon Club with Ritchie the Rat creature, Uncle Greedy, Dr. 
Weisenstein and The Red String. Late 1960s

TOBT:  Behind The Scenes 
(Paperback only)
Bad Moon Soho (Web 
comic)

1969. Ariane's Room-mate Betsy dies of an drug overdose. TOBT: My Girl Is A Cryptid

Ariane joins the short-lived Total Theater Terror Troup aka 4T 
Movement. Early 1970s

background information

Ariane plays Kitty in the German children show Erwin The Quantum
cat.  Last episode in 1982.

Erwin The Quantum cat The 
Lost Episodes

Around 1986. In East Germany, Imker and Dmitry Dragomirov 
witness the mermaids of the Sisterhood raiding the Peenemünde 
Naval Base in order to free two of their members captured by the 
NVA. Participating in this raid are Lenore, Medea and Ulrika (who 
stole vital intel for this from her boyfriend Sören, ruining his career 
in the West German navy). 

Ariane starts doing commercial as cat girl for Chit Chat cat food. 
2000s.

APP, Single comics

Ariane has an affair with russian gangster Tsarkias (by Vas 
Littlecrow)

APP, Single comics

In 2007, General Mbuni takes over the government of Kogana by 
forcing President B’foon to resign. Shortly thereafter, he invades the 
neighbouring country Macrobiana, instigating the Ostrich War. But 
Mbuni’s faction loses, and he goes into exile to Monaco. 

30 Days of Characters 2020

Playground

Ariane travels to Gernsbeck the first time with Tsarkias, meets 
Vladimir Skalpelski. Meets Cleo (Cryptida) as little girl. Around 
2012/13.

background information

Ariane founds the Vaudeville Vendettas  with two other women and 
starts touring. Meets Poobah for the first time and play as side show.

TOBT: Behind The Scenes 
(Paperback only)

The Vaudeville Vendettas disband in Germany Ariane founds the 
Theater Of The Bloody Tongue in London.
Somewhere around 2014.
Grinders$: Donna Panks enters the Lightbringer Studios.
Cryptida: Tarik joins the Gernsbeck Institute

TOBT: Behind The Scenes 
(Paperback only)

Ariane tours with her theatre, and meets N  the Faceless One again, 
her earlier mentor and saviour. First appearance of Big Jock. 
Around 2017...
During their second expedition to Atlantis, the Gernsbeck team has 

Chapters I to VIII (TOBT)
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to team up with Kaza & Gwenna and the mermaids of the 
Sisterhood, to fight Medea (who got banned from the Sisterhood) 
and their old foe Nemo II. Medea ends up petrified and spends the 
next few years as a statue on the campus of Gernsbeck University. 
Sören rekindles his relationship with the mermaid Ulrika and learns 
that he has an adult daughter (Sora) with her. 

The crew loses the theatre truck on a tour in Germany All members 
except Ariane leave.

TOBT: IX. Is this the end, 
my beautiful friend

Ariane tries a musician career, but fails. Meets and  befriends Leifi 
and Bursti aka Zündi and Büssi.

TOBT: X. When The Music 
Is Over

Ariane gets a room in a commune (Kommune Krauthobel) in Bonn 
and works as waitress in the commune's cafe. She turns the place 
into a club. She meets Vincent Whateley  (Autumn Bay) whom she 
knew from the past. N reappears and orders Ariane to find  a portal 
in a hidden crypt. Vincent joins her.

TOBT: XI. Kommune 
Krauthobel

Ariane and Vincent leave through a portal into another world. They 
are menaced by the hostile Oddball Wizard. Vincent shoots him,  and
Ariane summons Suttung the car demon. All three arrive in the city 
Oblivions Gate where they meet Big Jock, Jim Gustafson and other 
rock musicians.

TOBT: XII. The great vinyl-
cover-romance
(Also as paperback)

Ariane and Vincent join the battle against the fanatic Giftmurkels 
that besiege the city. Ariane opposes the villains Pink, Boji Boi, 
Little Alex and Cousin Kevin. Introduction of the robot 
Musikmaschinist.

TOBT: XIII. Blood, Sweat 
and Snow
(Also as paperback)

The Giftmurkels are defeated. Ariane, Vincent, Ritchie, 
Musikmaschinist, Suttung and the musicians leave the city Oblivions
Gate in a convoy.

TOBT: XIV. Beyond 
Endkampf - The Rock Opera
(Also as paperback)

The convoy reaches the ghost city Endkampf. The four villains 
follow and attack the party without success. Introduction of 
"G" and Ethel Meyerlinkh.

TOBT: XV. All Along The 
Bifröst Highway
(Also as paperback)

Pink is killed by Ethel Meyerlinkh. Cousin Kevin gets killed by a 
cloudstalker. Boji Boi is shot by Big Jock. The whole party returns to
their own worlds. Ariane has to say good-bye to Vincent. She returns
alone to Bonn and finds the Kommune Krauthobel and her old 
friends are gone. She has a drug overdose and is found by Sören 
(Cryptida) and Hans Kröger who take her to Gernsbeck. Dr. 
Strontium (Cryptida) and Little Alex were send to Bonn by a 
mysterious coven to capture Ariane, but loose her track.

TOBT: XVI. Escape From 
Oblivion's Gate 

Ariane arrives in Gernsbeck and meets Kanny, Tarik, Peter Pech and
Mira. Ariane meets Vladimir Skalpelski again who helps her to 
found a theatre and a bar in a former bowling club. She moves into 
the Red Caravan.
Ethel Meyerlinkh, now in human disguise, opens the Egg Imbiss in 
Gernsbeck.

TOBT: XVII. My Girl Is A 
Cryptid

Peter Pech tries to become an actor at Ariane's theatre. He fails at 
first, but finally Ariane makes him an actor and into her new 

TOBT: XVII. My Girl Is A 
Cryptid
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boyfriend, transforming him into Theater Peter. Ariane ridicules 
Emily (Cryptida,) Peter's former spouse. Emily tries to get quits with 
Ariane, but fails.  Emily gets an offer from ToyCo to go to the USA. 
Peter's passion for the theatre gets him into conflict with the Institute
and his colleagues, especially Mira. Only Clarissa Calabrini defends
his new relation, Ariane befriends her later. Ariane moves in with 
Peter and Tarik who share a flat. After an incident in the house, Peter
leaves with Ariane. Nobody knows where they will go.
Peter and Ariane make a short visit to Peter's parents before they 
travel on. 
Ariane plans to go to the USA to do a sideshow with Poobah. Peter, 
still torn between the institute and a new life, stays behind alone in 
Europe, trying to make up his mind. He sells his Golden Opel GT.

APP: Peter Goes Into The 
Theater
Cryptida: "Peter As Bela 
Lugosi"
APP: Peter Got Into The 
Theater
APP: The Emily Treatment
Cryptida: Emily's retreat
APP: Peter, I'll Make You A 
Man
APP: Peter, Rise And Fall Of
A Star

Ariane befriends the exotic dancer Naomi Valentine (Grinders$) in 
the USA who invites her to move in with Donna (Grinders$) and her 
father Don (Grinders$). Ariane resummons Suttung and moves into 
Donna's house. They don't get along very well, and Ariane leaves 
with Naomi.

APP: Witches In The 
Dreamhouse

Ariane and Naomi join Poobah on a Europe tour. Ariane meets Peter 
again who comes back to her. G, who wants to found his own band, 
is travelling with Poobah.

APP: The Reformation Tour

Ariane brings Frankie Boy as new drummer for G's band from 
somewhere. Kaos from Poobah builds the G-Tar for G. Daniel 
Tharp has a cameo as session bass player. Cameo of Jamie59. Ariane
is hired by Ferdinand Weishaupt for commercials promoting the 
Zeppelinwerk  and falls in love with him, much to displeasure of his 
bodyguard Varta. Weishaupt plans to visit a fair in the USA to 
promote his zeppelin plans. Peter phones Babette, who's also on her 
way to the USA to promote her airship at the fair, and starts getting 
suspicious about Weishaupt. Introduction of Hands, G's new bass 
player. Needed for a ritual, Ariane steals a kanope from the 
Gernsbeck museum while Peter distracts Kanny.  Peter accidentality 
sends a selfie with him and Ariane in bed to Babette who's already in
the USA, Emily sees it, too. Ariane, Peter, Weishaupt and his crew 
travel to the USA and visit the fair, where they meet Donna, Babette,
Keisha, G  and several Poobah members. Weishaupt, who's a 
magician, plans to sacrifice Peter in a ritual with Ariane's help, but 
she manages to save Peter. Weishaupt tries to kill Ariane, but gets 
shot by Michael Fortino, Varta gets arrested.

APP: The Zeppelin Will Rise
Again
Cryptida: A Phonecall for 
Babette

Ariane, Peter, Babette, Guillaume, Ritchie, G and his band and the 
Poobah members stay together at a trailer park in Ohio, Peter wants 
to become a country star but fails.  They do     a quadrophenia 
themed farewell show, including Keisha, Naomi, Karen Schibel and 
Anya. G, who wants to do a our as side act with Poobah later, asks 
Ariane to take hands along as she leaves n Babette's airship.
Ariane's and Peter's travel back with Babette and her team to Europe,
staying first with Babette and others in Pont De Mort. They meet 
Keisha's parents. Keisha descides to stay with Ariane and Peter for a 

TOBT: Breaking The Crystal
Ship
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theatre tour. Peter tries to imitate Ariane's lifestyle and finally breaks 
down. Ariane leaves Peter for his own sake, and he returns to the 
institute. Keisha returns to France.

2021: Peter gets invited by Kanny to the Gernsbeck museum. 
Ariane travels to the USA to be bridesmaid of Naomi's marriage, 
where she meets Donna and others. Ethel and Medusa are amon the 
guests, too. Ariane gets arrested on Jamaica for drug possession, but 
manages to escape and returns to Gernsback.
Donna has an affair with the exiled dictator Mbuni and is almost 
murdered by his henchmen after she got framed to be a spy. 

Cryptida: Butterfly Ruby
Grinders$: French Press

2022: Mbuni returns to Africa to plan his comeback as ruler. Donna 
works again for Marsec. Donna's coffee shack burns down, but is 
reopened in a new building at Karen Schibel's initiative. Ethel leaves
Gernsbeck and starts working at Haute Coffee.
Karin Schibel, a clone of Karen Schibel, escapes the laboratory of 
Dr. Moraq and gets almost caught in Anvil Flats, but is saved by 
Ethel. Karin moves to Gernsback to run Ethel's Egg-Imbiss there.
After having been a statue on the university campus for a few years, 
Medea accidentally gets revived, meets Ratel Nyegere and joins the 
Koganan forces. 
In an attempt to de-orbit it, Liberty International accidentally 
reactivates the Koganan satellite Struthio-1. It then shoots down a 
Chapel Aerospace vessel piloted by a robot copy of Bettina Timmy, 
causing it to crash-land in the Burandan jungle. Drake (whose 
company built the satellite) decides to send Xenon to bring the 
satellite back to Earth. 

2023: Mbuni starts his operation in Kogana
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2. Glossary

This glossary is about the magic and interdimensional effects, also about places, terms, 
abbreviations, machines, etc. in the TOBT universe. No character descriptions here, you find them 
on the character page instead.

Abductor portals: Dimensional travels that happen by accident. Typical case is an unintended 
trigger signal that open a magic gate while an unsuspecting person is within its range. 
Animated ectoplasm: Creatures created by ectoplasm. They are created out of ectoplasm and can 
have puzzling physical conditions. Many creatures described as ghosts or demons are in fact 
animated ectoplasm. Animated ectoplasm can be intelligent beings with an own personality, or a 
mindless void.
Animated trans-ectoplasm:  The typical example is the golem, a humanoid shape created from 
clay or other materials, but animated by ectoplasm. (or rather Yahweh, in the original mythology.) 
Other examples are "possessed" objects like known in the horror genre.
Attic worlds:  Often isolated, dead storage places, sometimes pestered hostile creatures.
Autumn Bay: An American city, home of Mercy Black, Vincent Whateley and a number of sinister 
cults and gangs.
Bad Moon Club: Also Bad Moon Soho, a club founded 1969 in London by a character known as 
Uncle Greedy. Ariane and Ritchie were members.
Bakelitkörper: A diesel metal band that hired the Vaudeville Vendettas for their final tour.
Bibendum suit: An inflatable protection suit invented by Clarissa Calabrini. 
Black  & Blue Garter Club: A former somehow kinky club in Soho in Swinging London, run by 
Mr. Smutcliffe. Ariane worked there before she was fired.
Blockers: Also called Magic Blockers. One of two device types to protect against magic. Heavier 
and more expensive then diffussors, but more precise and stable. They work by transforming all 
magic actions into a harmless wave type within a certain range. Common types are contacts, 
simples, stationaries and modulars.
Car demons: Car demons are demons in the shape of intelligent cars summoned from the plane of 
malevolent car demons. They do understand human language and have obviously telepathic and 
magic abilities, but they never bother to speak to humans. Summoned by a magician using the right 
ritual, they can be very helpful, though.
Chit & Chat Cat food: A cat food company that hired Ariane for commercials. Her salary is partly 
paid by free vouchers for cat food, and she got used to eat it by now.
Crossfire reflection: A traveller gets transported to another magic gate within the same dimension 
by accident.
Diorama worlds:  Isolated areas of worlds,  often subterranean, that give access to dimensional 
gates, often in connection with Gatehopper Inns and Interzone Banks. 
Doubles: Doubles are persons that coexist in several dimensions, sharing the same personality, 
appearance and skills, just adapted to their own world. Doubles are quite common, but usually not 
aware of their doubles, and it is extremely unlikely that they'll ever meet.
The Douglas Diner Dilemma: A metaphor for the improbability of meeting your own doublette in 
the multiverse.  Imagine how embarrassing it must be to watch yourself at a diner.
Dungelvon: The name of Ariane's race/ethnicity.
Ectoplasm: Mater created by magic energy, countless variations in shape, complexity and quality. 
Known in all physical states. Can be caused by any origin.
Ectoplasm golem: Not a golem in the Hebrew tradition, but a creature produced from pure 
ectoplasm.
Eldar-Aesir classification of interdimensional travelling: A system for describing multiverse 
gates and phenomena. 
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Eldritch Equinox: A printed newspaper for interdimensional travelling wizards and witches, 
available at Gatehoppers Inns and some multiverse societies.
Foul activator: Usually deranged electronics or other devices producing an unwanted trigger 
signal. A well known example is the infamous Orpheus pedal. A faulty electronic sends the trigger 
signal to open an exit to Oblivion's gate, since known as an abductor portal. The faulty circuit was 
used for some other effect devices, too.
Fractures: Interdimensional Fractures are areas that disappear in a dimension and reappear in an 
other one. Their appearance is often in combination with a catastrophe, creating a cross-over world 
of creatures and people from different times and parallel worlds. 
Furnace Filters: Ariane's preferred cigarette manufacturer, some illegal producer in  Egypt.
Gatehoppers Guide: An electronic device, similar to the "Hitchhiker's Guide", that contains reports
about different worlds that can be reached via magic portals. 
Gatehoppers Inns: Places with information for interdimensional travellers, often (but not always) 
located at active hotspots. Usually they are connected with a bar/cafe and a motel. Of course they 
only exist in multiverse societies. See also  The "Iron Cruise" chain.
Gates: See "Magic Gates"
Habermänner: An old local Gernsbeck bikergang, befriended with the owner's of Rogvov's Hobel. 
Most Habermänner are quite old, but with the new rise of the alpha-Ralpha-Ring here are some new
members. They have arranged themselves with The Intrumentalität.

Homo Entekis: Hypothetical human species that is responsible for the legends about elves.
Hotspots: Interdimensional Hotspots are either interiors, buildings, landscapes or places of any 
kind that coexist in different worlds or dimensions. Passive hotspots are just coexisting, meaning 
that almost identical or at least similar places appear in often very different dimension, for example 
the Eiffel towers found in different cities, deserts, swamps, etc. There is not direct interaction 
between passive hotspots, although there are often portals in close range. A theory says that they are
former active hotspots, places that actually merge between different dimensions. This means they 
act like being surrounded by a two-way portal, so that people from different worlds will actual meet
in an active hotspot without using a portal, and they will each return to their own dimension as soon
they leave the active hotspot. Not surprising, some active hotspots will appear as kind of a club or 
bar.
Die  Instrumentalität: A secret criminal organisation  in the Alpha-Ralpha-Ring in Gernsbeck, 
Germany, run by ex-KGB-hitman Vladek Skapelski. 
Interdimensional Travellers: Travellers are all kind of beings (not only humans) that use magic 
gates.
Interzone Bank: Interdimensional banks that may be found at some active hotspots and many 
Gatehopper Inns, but not Iron Cruise. You can change interdimensional currencies here.
Iron Cruise: An interdimensional enterprise consisting of a chain of drive-inns, sometimes 
equipped with own shops, motels, discos and filling stations.
Jules Verne University: A university in France with connection to the Gernsbeck Institute. Keisha, 
Babette and Guillaume work there. 
Lethe Absinthe: Ariane's preferred absinthe make.
Level control (LC): The maximum current a magic user can drain and process from any source. A 
low LC doesn't allow strong magic, even if  the user is skilled.
Liberty International: An organisation that defines itself as kinetically oriented decentralized anti-
authoritarian network, while others see them as terrorists. Little is known about them.
Local laws: All phenomena and side effects existing within a certain world. For example magic 
storms, unusual types of magic, or native magic creatures. These includes all kind of physically 
interacting gods that are more then a made-up metaphysical construction.
Magic: Basically, a magician or magic creature/machine, transforms magic energy, either drained 
from a storage or magic background, and transforms it into any magic action. The way this is done 
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does differ extremely and is usual depending on the world and its conditions, besides traditions, 
culture, etc.
Magic Artefacts: Magic artefacts are special devices used by magicians. Artefacts are defined by 
type, capacity, active/ passive dynamic and function.
Magic Artefact Type: Either Battery, Transformator or Compound.
Magic Artefact Capacity: Amount of magic energy it can store.
Magic devices: Not to be confused with magic artefacts Magic devices are machines, often 
electronics, that perform magic acts. Common types are blockers, detectors, diffusors, drainers, gate
activators, splitters and transformators.
Magic Artefact Dynamic: Active dynamic: Amount of energy it can provide/ transform per second.
Passive dynamic: Recharging energy per second.
Magic Artefact Battery Type: Stores magic energy uploaded by a magician or automatic device. 
Source for the energy is either natural background magic or another kind of battery. 
Magic Artefact Transformative Type: Transforms magic energy provided by battery and/or 
magician. 
Magic Artefact Compound Type: Combines battery and transformator in one unit.
Magic Form: This describes what is happening and into what the magic energy is transformed. 
Ectoplasm Fire, water, air, earth?  Illusions, hallucinations, pain, health, invisibility, levitation, 
telepathy, etc.? The form is dependant and limited by the settings of the world the magic happens in.
Magic Gates/ Portals: Gates aka portals are interdimensional "wormholes", allowing to travel 
between different dimensions or parallel worlds. They are not to be confused with teleporters of any
kind. 
Magic Local Laws: All phenomena and side effects existing within a certain world. For example 
magic storms, unusual types of magic, or native magic creatures. These includes all kind of 
physically interacting gods that are more then a made-up metaphysical construction.
Magic Method: The way the magic is done, or the way the magic energy is processed. This 
includes the theory, the tradition, school, and basic concept. It can be done mentally, via spoken 
words, mimic, dances, rituals, etc.
Magic skills: The quality of practical skill and theoretical knowledge of the individual magic user. 
Divided into science of magic and practical magic.
Magic Transformators: Machines that transform magic energy into physical energy. Types are 
thermic, optical, acoustic, electric, kinetic and ectoplasmatic.
Magic Windows: Similar to magic gates, but they only work visually, not physically. They can be 
used to look inside a different dimension. 
MBE:  the magic background energy. Ariane and other mages need a certain amount of MBE to do 
any magic at all. MBE is described in level, current, balance, regeneration rate and instability 
range/rate.
MBE level: describes the maximum temporarily available amount of magic energy per m³. 
MBE current: describes the total amount of available magic energy per m³.  The MBE current is 
usually much higher then a single magician could drain.
MBE balance: describes the maximum variability of the MBE current within 10  m³ in percent. 
MBE regeneration rate: describes the  amount of  time passing until a (theoretical) drained area has 
fully restored it's level.
MBE instability range: describes the maximum variability of either level or current of a defined 
area that has ever been recorded. A instability range of zero means that the unit is perfectly stable.
MBE instability rate: describes the amount of time passing from minimum to maximum of either 
level or current.
Morphoid: A certain type of ectoplasm golems, that are able of morphing into all kind of objects to 
protect themself.
Multileinsters: A measurement unit to describe the distance to other dimensions in a multiverse.
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Multiverse societies: This are worlds or societies that are aware of the existence of multiverse 
portals.
Oak Collection: Bands that coexists with no significant variations (tolerance maximal 1%) in at 
least a 1000 Post Benjamin worlds.
Oblivions Gate: A world named after one of it's cities. It got some popularity for two magic portals 
that are activated by a certain type of faulty studio equipment, causing a high population of rock 
musicians.
Orpheus Pedal: See "foul activator".
Personal capacity (PC): The  amount of magic energy the magic user can store without any 
additional artefacts
Portals: See "Magic gates".
Post Benjamin Worlds: Worlds that do not only know how to record and reproduce sound and 
picture, but also have a kind of industry that make this recordings available to the public.
Rat creatures: Beings that got popular with Lovecraft's (somehow inaccurate) description. Former 
human beings that were transformed into kind of anthropomorphic rats by a magic ritual in the very 
moment of dying.
Radziwill-lighting: A certain kind of light setting found in some worlds. The sky is pitch black, but
all other colours are vibrant, as if they were illuminated from inside. There are no drop shadows, 
and it is impossible to locate any light source.
Rocket 88: Ariane's favourite amphetamine
Tar Pit Revue: A sinister kinky underground club in Soho, swinging London. Ariane hired there 
after she was fired by the Black & Blue Garter Club. The club was closed later by the police.
Theater Of The Big Punch: A mime group lead by Elric De Winter. After Ariane joined, it was 
transformed into the Theater Of The Bloody Tongue.
Total Terror Theater Troup aka 4TMovement: An underground touring theatre quartet 
specialised on extremely taboo subjects. Ariane founded this in the early seventies after the Soho 
nightclub scene had died. It existed shortly and declared to be illegal, but the other three members 
died before the police ever got hands on them. The other female lead was murdered by one of the 
male actors who committed suicide as the police arrived, and the other actor died in a drug related 
car crash. 
Trans-ectoplasm: Mater converted or mixed by ectoplasm
Vaudeville Vendettas: Before Ariane founded the Theater Of The Bloody Tongue, she founded a 
trio with two other girls that toured through Europe with a show.
Whitechapel Gin: Ariane's preferred gin, made in the infamous Whitechapel brewery.
Z-Ro Law: The law says there's at least one dominant culture speaking English in every world with
several portals.
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